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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY IS, 1913.

VOL 50

DARROW TELLS
THE STORY OF
HIS LIFE

DON'T HAVE TO

BURG

ARE FILIPPINOS
FIT FOR

OPPOSES

MADERO AND DIAZ FIGHT

STATE FAIR

W ashington,
II. C, Feb. 1". "The
I.os Angeles. Cal., Feb. 13. To
withdrawal of the United States from
twelve men sitting in judgment upon
the Philippines,, would be an act of;
l,is acts, Clarence S, Darrow, lawyer,
cowardice and fo,lly and would result
rnd author, told the story today ot
in conditions worse than now exist!
his hopes and ambitions as they have
declared 'Representative!
in Mexico,
stirred him in action through thirty-ciOimstedyof Pennsylvania in a speech
years of legal practice. He spoke
as his own counsel in 'the trlul of the MEMBER FROM BERNALILLO COUNTY today against the Jones Philippine;
second jury bribery charge against
independence bill, which he described
PASSAGE
him growing but of the Mc.Xamara
OF as, "remarkable and dangerous."
VOTES AGAINST
,'"ln n pnmitrv wlinrp Iho vtM pHii. BUT
FIRING WAS OF MONOTONOUS
REGULARITY
WITHOUT DECISIVE
trial.
MEMBER OF LEGISLATURE FROM M'KINLEY SPEAKS RIGHT OUT IN MEETBEING ONE OF SEVEN
atcd or directing class' constitutej
MEASURE,
third
of
a
all
his
he
practice,
Fully
TO
REBELS'
SILENCE
GUNS PROVED VAIN, FOR DIAZ
RESULT.
EfFORT
I(;ss ,Ili,n ,wo Ver
of the entire
OUGHT said, had brought him no fees.
He
ING, DEFIES THE MACHINE AND ASSERTS THAT THE PEOPLE
""II rAoota HUUot.i
"and
where
population." he said,
had become Interested in the labor
AT
NATIONAL
PALACE
AIMED
WITH
SHELLS
REPLIED
v holesale illiteracy
....
TO RULE, AND THAT HE SHALL VOTE ACCORDING TO HIS OWN IDEAS problem years ago, he said, and much
prevails
among
lIle
r.f his time had been devoted to it.
others, it would be impossible to
John Karon Burg", erstwhile Pre--j
The Importunities of his friends,
etc., conduct a government 'of the people,!
later
people.1the lawyer said, had drawn him into li.ember'of the house from Bernalillo' ,lle U(1ll!' anJ for
e
the
ease.
ng
w.tn
McNamara
ireaiy
bpa.n WHITE CROSS IS CARING FOR
MR. HOLT IS TARGET FOR
surprise
county sprung a complete
the Ph.hpplnos
"ch
were;
Garand
Gurule
upon Representative
the speaker said that with-!.lil...II, Jl, .A
v nm mnrnint., il"I?d.
,
LllC
TWELVE HUNDRED WOUNDED
,,
,,
;
TO-DA- Y
ri
t,
BILL
WILSON'S
'
MUCH ORATORY IN SENATE
oi me ouier
""
when lie voted aagiust their bill to
tf'e
"'
IS PASSED
trying
ceate a state fair at Albm.uerque
" "r ooi.gacions
RFNATFlwith an appropriation of $10,000 for ;'" ordain that they shall
be assumed
TODAY'S EVENTS IN MEXICAN WAR.
,.,,
uuuuiuB.
Parr,,
H. B. Holt whose wavering efforts to Mi'. Holt wanted them to see things.
dis- clear
and
voice
NEWS FROM MEXICO.
rang
put
Burg's
witr.re
not qualified even to frame a con-- !
then they were sensible men; that
iloor lead the majority nave been
Trenton, X. ,T., Feb. 13. The senate t'liet, as he cast his vote against the
Fighting was resumed by Federal urtillery at 8 a. in., today.
Dona
Ana
wl'en
amusement
the
from
stitution
for
own
their
less
or
two
more
gentleman
of
hours
debate
after
with
government.'
nessed
today pasor
men.
The Federals are said to have 7,000; Diaz,
in snug control of the majority, tabled sed the main measure of Governoi one measure that the entire city
stren- during this session of the legislative
been
Who White Cross society reports it is caring for 1,200 wounded.
has
working
.Albuquerque
atoff
and
tabled
cut
an
debate
t
measures,
Dins Dy a
Wilsons Beven
senate, was made the target for
Over 1,0110 Americans are reported to be without funds in City of
tack this morning, in which Gregory ...otions, then he presumed the senate vote of ,4 to 7. Tw0 RepubIieans vot.
checks were refused at the ticket offices.
and
He re (d with the democrats for the bill.
was taking calm deliberation,
Page, a Republican, elected from
WhU)h ,t WM undergtood
Many Americans are practically ' marooned" at stations, without food,
to
gaunt-1.ferred
the
of
polithe
peanut
charge
down
measure defines trusts andM).
county, threw
or money.
Burg na(1 promised to aid in
CALLED TONIGHT
Hoft and said that
and after scoring the senator tics made by Mr.
agreements for the purpose , lll ing whether r not Mr. Burg vot-o- f
Madero says bombardment last night of La Ciudadela arsenal resulted
lit.
with
had
also
been
charged
grand
in destruction of one corner of it.
tiom Dona Ana severely, asserted
promoting monopoly. It makes the
naillst the bill by Messrs. Gurule
tnat hereafter, no party ties would stand playing and like other offenses iolation of the law a misdemeanor, iund Garcia because he too, had a
Alarm is felt over the northbound passenger train which left Mexico
to
in
was
said
he
but
he
vote
would
endeavoring
he
m offense in this state that is punish 'stato fair bill before the house which IllU.t PRESENT AT LAST NIGHT Si City Tuesday night.
bind him and that
out
saw
state
fmd
the
of
the
what
as
he
people
tble either by line or imprisonment, it was well known hedid not have the
the interests of the people,
Early tllis afternoon the rebels tinned long range guns on the Nation- MEETING
FOR BOOSTING
NEW'
wanted and to vote to give it to them or both.
those interests.
v tes to pass or whether he had some
The attack upon Mr. Holt was and he said that he proposed to do
R'0tS ln Cnihua,llla were llle 10 attempt of rebels to liberate prisoners.
AD- -'
MEXICO. WILL
AND
HOLD
o'.her reason remained unexplained.
he that so long as ho was in the send Kuuift iuu itu,
j
sum leuerais.
imi
the
to
brought about by himself when
V.r.
address
tried
speaker
Burg
ILLINOIS AGAIN
JOURNED SESSION
A
SMOKER
All Mexico at noon awaited news of the crushing defeat the governHied to hold his forces in the senals ate.
cf the house as the speaker was preAt
conclusion
Mr.
the
of
his
speech,
ment would administer the rebels but it did not come.
BALLOTS FOR
to prevent action on the county
paring to announce the result of the
AND CONSULTATION GATHERING.
bill. He succeeded in delaying Kelt arose and said that his remarks
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
to
him
ordered
vote
but
the
speaker
U.
SENATOR
not directed personally, at any
The state department decided to order Ambassador Wilson to distribute
iction by the slim vote of 13 to 11, but were
sit down and when he declined, the
of
member
senate.
the
stand
the
from
i! cost him dearly
The meeting held last night at the!10'0,? to in(li!Pnt Americans in Mexico.
speaker instructed, the sergeaut-at-- '
"Mr. President," said Mr. Page, "I
senate, since
llp .killinS of
American women yesterday alarms President Taft
Springfield, III., Feb. 13. The .( arms to seat him. Mr. Burg then sat Ciamber of Commerce was not as! .
point of leadership in the the
the
time
of
the gentleman ond joint ballot of the Illinois legislafirst
acept
apology
warns Ammcan8 to keeP out of the danger zone. This seems
it became apparent for
He
Bat
but
said
he
under
well
as
it
should
protest.
have
aK,,,n
attended
been
f
'
rem Dona Ana county. I did not ture for the
10 beA di,,lc,llt J"st now, however.
long term senatorslup. made no further explanation of the and those
oithe iloor of the senate, that the come into
present determined to make
this country in a Pullman taken today, resulted as follows:
...
i
nnUBUfnr u" U' unn'a
nenes reported from caucuses, would
the
state
he
voted
fact,
that
.uuiaSi! laapproveu, inougn mere is some critia
8
at
o'clock
another trial. Tonight
against
in riding at ease on the cushions, I came
cism of his requesting Madero to make
Lewis. Dem.. 83: Sherman, Ren.. 7f: fair bill.
V,. repeated there if he persisted
the
battle
cease.
smoker and consultation meeting will
to New Mexico in the pioneer days Funk, Prog., 22; Berlynn, Soc, 4;
Admiral Badger s ships at Cuantanamo are
IW efforts to dictate to tne toujour.
morn- bv held, and a general and urgent inacfor immediate
consent
unanimous
this
ready
lly
I
team.
a bull
am not a train-- gent 8. Present and not voting
tion.
The defiance ot the Old Guard
ing, the three fair bills were taken vitation is extended.
in-- j
reed
orator
and
I
the
therefore
was
102.
the
to
beg
Crave
Ana
fears
elect,
are
felt
Necessary
for foreigners in AcapiUco, where two officers of
Hi' teaman from Dona
No. 21! was infor consideration.
Those who came from other points
re- - dulgencs
of the senate. In fact, Mr.
the cruiser Denver were assaulted.
The third ballet on the short term tip
sult of a speech Air. Holt made iu
troduced by Mr. Burg. This bill would to attend the meeting have agreed to
.
President
member
and
of
this
wmcu
cl;ok-iin
no
senate, senatorship resulted
The joint Army-NavMr. Bartn m
board meets in Admiral Dewey's offices and proj.ly to a motion by
,Iave established a state fair at Albu-- ! stay over, and it is desired that all found significance
the I i.ever have even gone to school. All
Is attached to such a meeting.
es-- !
Jr Holt tried to pour oil on
No.
to
was
88
Mullens
v
ho
be
oy
querque;
can,
possibly
' President Taft will handle
tiiat I know is what I have had knock-rA- J
M
the Mexican situation up to March i withAMSDI7CC tablish the fair at Roswell, and No. Just why the citizenspresent.
troubled waters. He pleaded for calm ed
of Santa Fe out
school! I
UHT 111 WUlHUKCdd
consulting President-elec- t
Wilson.
,,.n.Mirntinn for absence of passion cf into my headI by the rough
to
d
Messrs.
Garcia
and
Gurule
not
an
by
take
,141,
enthusiastic
interest
I
am
am
not
for
experience.
foolish,
-f- or cool and collected action
establish the fair at Albuquerque but In this boosters' movement is diffiSENATE
a not eifldv mid t nm not liiplinprl tn tip
time to take up the salaries mil in
understand.
turns they held yesterday around the
misled by visionary
of
the
because!
in
favor
Hoot
ideas
Senator
Then
spoke
n;ikif an PPPrlaOon of 15000 less cultTheto burden
manner.
logical and sensible
WAR BULLETIN.
of making New Mexico
i,llfin the oue introduced by Mr. Burg,
bill.
and from there tlwy replied with a
knocked
dam
all
Connecticut
them
of
river
my
distrust
stepmother
he charged peanut politics,
and building up our indus(Received at 3 p. m., today)
X hot fire.
cut of my head when I was a boy."
Hearing on bill for valuation of rail- - The clerk read No. 141, first. Mr. prominent
ot motives and other pet expressions
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 13
Mr. Page then continued, speaking read property continued by interstate i.fmrg objected to this on a point of tries; developing our resources; ad
The population had either deserted
which the Dona Ana county statesman in
At one o'clock the rebels appear- - X the center of the
that although the bills vertising our great assets, cannot be
well chosen words, and as-- j commerce committee.
order,
slow,
stating
or remained
to have advanced their posi- - X hidden in the houses city
keeps in stock.
serted that in Republican caucuses,
Pueblo Indians urged Indian affairs ;v ere to be considered together, No. carried by a few. To be a success V ed
as it was lmpos- .
...
...
..
tlANB
AlinU4l..
..
T
Mr. Holt spread himself; he adopt- the
,
must
enthube
there
,ne neavy guns ie;ble to stir on the streets without
united, earnest,
in
salary bill had been laid before committee to transfer Pueblo lands 23 Bhould properly be read first. The
ed his usual pose when engaged
num me arsenal which are In
speaker overruled Mr. Burg and the siastic endeavor.
and them and they had been told that they tc the government in trust.
running enormous riBks.
tlieee periodical oratorical (lights
their possession,
Not until our people awaln to the
eontin Khrii.
f 141 pmcu.lcii, Mr. Blan- ; reading
The fridnrnt fmvoe urut'A Mlnkwiul
would have to accept it.
:
HOUSE..
on 4 h. language, in ...thick
Ing the center of the city and the V last night
of the value of advertising New Mexico, can
don't have to accept anything,"
'7
on
conference
legisla-b- c'lard following the reading
Sent
the
by the arrival 6J" detach- to
report
back
went
even
He
National Palace.
Uyers.
h
nienfs of nil or.a
said. "I am elected to this senate it've, executive and judicial appropria-b- I ill, moved that it be tabled, but this we hope for advancement and growth,
foundation of representative goverThe
of
attitude
Mr.
the
indifference;
While the rebels had fortified
the people of McKinley county by toJn bill back for further conference. motion was lost, whereupon
nmenta thing he frequently does.
A GOOD STIFF
Uedves in the district, the center of
consideration of diplomatic f.urule moved its passage. The roll spirit of apathy; the apparent disin- and I pro-- !
Began
majority
warning,
without
TT"!,,
broke
storm
The
to noon, which was the arsenal which
City, Feb. 13.-- Up
call was started. M. C. de Baca voted clination to make any effort is hold- pose to represent them to the best of and consular bill
fell Into
it came when S. B. No. 104 The
a movement
which when the shells of the contending their hands lately.
I have not
com- - "aye," M. E, Baca and Blanchard also mB " cnec
trust
my
introduced
ability.
Shipping
up.
investigating
was
taken
bill
county salaries
be
encouraged by every
torces had torn their way through
any
lne rebels, however, had not in- legislation, either." mittee resumed its hearing, probing voted for it. When Mr. Burg's nameSt'uld
Mr Holt asked that this bill together
'sland Sound traffic. Chairman was reached, he sang out a "No" that zen in the state.
the heart of the city for four hours, creased in number and the size of the
Page then asserted that he be- with S. B. No. 105 The district attor" "0l Jusl inose wno come from
of interstate commerce cc "Id be hearu even in the adjoining.
Moved it the duty of every member Adamson,
army under the command of Diaz is
result had l elieved to be
neys bill, not then before the house,
The " jai,v-.- , vviiiiiiy tu uo incir snare, nothing like a decisive
rcoms to the house chamber.
told
committee
dam
Connecticut
No
river
of
to
vote
senate
an
that
as
individual
action.
only a little over 2500.
future
be deferred for
been achieved either by the federals
end to support measures for the good rdvocates his committee would not roll call proceeded with a practically that they should be met here by lack
1700 FEDERAL SOLDIERS.
.
time was set and no limit imposed.
of
or the rebels. It had been practical- encouragement.
of the people without regard to party recommend action in the house at this unanimous vote for the bill. Mr. Burg
Senator
State
in
seat,
his
arwno
Arising
Let Santa Fe citizens make an ef- Iv an artilN-r- i
"ueiai uuups
then arose but the speaker shouted:
ri.i.l. lfhnni,
session.
lines.
"
.
lived in the night were those com- .
,,
fort to attend tonight's meeting and
Page said:
"Sit down."
smau arm Tire played a
'
introduced
I
"That's
sionauy
to
Representative
Berger
what
said
propose
do,"
why?
the
nanded by General Angeles which he
gentleman
"May I ask
show that we are ready to join in any vicious part in the battle.
of. post-thMr. Burg said "Mr. Speaker
had called from Cuernavaca. The
"Because the gentlemen from Mc-- Mr. Page, "I am a man who believes resolution for investigation
novement
will advance
that
The
New
swift
and
action
Before
he
could
the'tfflce
of
the
prom
crushing
the
answerpubdepartment
censorship
in
get further,
government belongs
Kinley county requested it,"
Mexico's interests.
ised by the government was not re- total of these is said to be 1500 and
hands of the people and I am going to cations.
speaker shouted again; "Sit down,
d Mr. Holt.
On the contrary the fighting they brought with them two pieces
vealed.
"
MEETING
LAST NIGHT.
; ou are out of order," and pounded
Mr. Page asserted that he did not vote in accordance with that idea re-was
a
of
monotonous regularity, the of heavy artillery, with much ammuAt the meeting last night J. W.
furiously with his gavel. Burg raised
nition and stores.
request delay; he said he was ready turdless of party or any other
federal
troops slowly pounding the
II
Liu right hand as though to further
presided and J. B. Hayward acted
and anxious to proceed. He asked (ration. He said that Mr. Holt had
Lieutenant Colonel Barron, who
rebel
to
and
position
endeavoring
as
attract
the
in
but
the
TO THE
speaker's attention,
secretary
place of Secretary silence
Mr. Holt If it were not true that he charged peanut politics and pleaded
lias conducted
in
Diaz's
order
that
the
dashing campaigns
guns
i
dethis was unnecessay. "The sergeant-- John S. Harris, who is quite ill. The
for "sensible" consideration of bills
only had requested that action be
final charge might be made with less (luring the revolution in Michoachlan
at
man
committee
arms
will
five
make
of
sit
that
before
a
the
he
month
another
113,
Mr.
but
said
Bill
senate,
appointed
Senate
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, Feb. 13. For
ferred until
sacrifice of life. To this the rebels and Guanajuato, arrived with a small
r
had objected to' the remarks
by the appointmade false statements as to down," commanded the speaker, and ago was "revived"
salary bill by Mr. Page, could be print-- nlicit
anreplied with a steady fire, but they force, while Colonel Ocaranza,
ment
seregant-at-arm- s
41r.
of
men
the
to
four
for
started
ade by Mr. Barth. on the grounds having
work
E.
with
P.
the financial condition of the state
other
were more chary In throwing
officer
with
young
a
away
s
reputation
sergeant-at-armDavies.
These
the
four members
are
Mr. Holt retorted that perhaps his that they were out of order in the Bank of Commerce at Wallace, Ida- Burg. When
to icr brilliant work, came in at the
Mr. Wilson, of Raton; A. E. McCoy, ot their ammunition and appeared
was
r
ho, of which he was president. B. F. was still several feet away, Burg sank
hi ad of 200 federal troops from Vera
hearing had been defective. It more senate.
take better aim than ever.
E.
"1
A.
as
back
did
into
his
Aztec;
don't
he
of
was
the
Edwards,
think
seat,
saying
from
there
Farmington,
that
gentleman
O'Neill, was sentenced today to serve
plain to be seen
Most of the rebel fire was directed cruz.
B.
and
"I
Bernalillo
(i.
under
seat
take
of
Taos.
prcltest."
Randall,
was
sc,
than
senators
my
two
.out of order," from two to ten years iu the penitencounty
feeling between the
Mexico City, 5'eb. IS
United
This committee was instructed to at the federal batteries, but one of
laid Mr. Page, "I think he was right tiary. He was allowed 60 days to per- The speaker then announced that
Diaz's batteries from time to time States Ambassador Henry Lane Wilapepared in their words. Mr. Page
r.iake
a
when I think any man is right, fect an appeal during which time lie House Bill No. 141, to establish a
report tonight on several lines dropped shells over the
then told Mr. Holt that he would find and
city into the cox presented the issue of a general
I am
state fair at Albuquerque had passed el organization.
going to Btand by him. His re- will be held in the. county jail.
,a copy of the printed bill upon his
grounds of the national palace and order to cut off all telephone com7.
were
35
to
want
this
the
lTpon
marks
house
not
did
not
meeting
this
more
out
he
morning
of order
any
onto that ancient building itself, the munications late this
t fsk and he said that
He
than tin; remarks of "the 'gentleman
a tense committee of five recommended that walls of which withstood the bom- protested to Presidentmorning.
The situation created
St
'any further delay.
Madero
that
'
:.
V
a
fiom
Dona
i
Ana."
;
some members
organization oi tne var- bardment well.
feelii.fi for awhile
At this point Mr. Barth spoke. He
WHOLESALE ARRESTS
the rebels were not connected with
,UUH commercial
organizations of the
Despite the fact that Mr. Page's reAt the beginning of this firing there the system and the order would cause
ON RIOT CHARGE.
censuring the speaker for his action
protested against delay and said that
ui ;ew Mexico oe perfected and was a
In not allowing Mr. Burg to be heard,
the charge had been made that these marks were as cutting as were those
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 13.
great force of federal soldiers unnecessary hardship.
that the name of said organizations in
the palace grounds. When the
sulary bills were being held up and of Mr. Barth, Mr. Holt did not raise
Every man and woman in Hoi- island others asserting that Burg was hf. "The New Mexico
Straggling federals who arrived at
Comof
League
shower of shells became heavier a the American embassy at noon deentitled to the treatment he received
that he for one did hot want any delay objections and sat, tilted back in his
ley Grove was arrested this mornmercial
Organizations."
to clared that a detachment of governand that he was ready to go ahead chair chewing upon a cigar. He made
federal battery received
for opposing his colleagues' bill.
orders
ing by soldiers and taken before
The committee recommended that a
10 reply to Mr. Page.
-- v.-.
and consider them at any time
ment troops was shot to pieces on
. 1- .- -Following the announcement of the ,
..
military court, charged with riot- 1.
..J oy me delegates th8 the federal soldiers moved west-a- t the
c.ur..i u cieuieu
The amendment proposed by Mr.
western edge of the city early toMr. Mabry said that it had been
ing and conspiracy.
y
the meeting to be held tonight and ward intc. cover on
(Continued on page eight).
Independencia day. Tliis indicates that Diaz has a
charged that the Democrats were Barth was then voted upon and lost
inat
vice
be
presidents
selected, onei8treet
mobile force outside his lines in the
l.olding up the salary bills and that he rud the motion by Mr. Holt prevailfi om each organization
represented,
)t wa8 expected by the federal central district.
wanted such an impression corrected ed. On motion of Mr. Hinkle, the sen
and
a
a,'so
treasurer. It was decided commander that this move was mere- hr.cause there was not a Democrat in ate then adjourned until 10 o'clock to-- !
Two
were killed in
.
.
...
: ..
That triA nr m Itnnna faa f
the senate who was not ready to go morrow morning.
i- ly to place his men in position where fron, of ,he Alerican ci,lb today by
tions
be
snail
would be more easily available bnl.s,illg shell8.
ahead and get the work over with.
LOCAL OPTION BILL
A committee of three Demons will they
. """"" ". u
"...
At this point Mr. Crampton seized
PASSES THE SENATE.
hu
Washington. D. C. Feb. 13. Am.
to
canvass the
appointed tonight
the olive branch and waved It. He
DAMAGE DONE.
LITTLE
hassador
Wilson's dispatch today re- The first bill to pass the present lee- state
and
find
a
it to Rhodes. Smith,
13.
W.
Col
"real
live
Feb.
return
and
wire"
to
Va.,
Charleston,
velope
even
said there
He
'
pleaded for time.
Mexico City. Mex., Feb. 13. Early ports many houses occupied by Amer-ii- ;
act as secretary of the organization.
had
said
he
. 1. Ttnrrn Kill islative senate having for its object, William
his
1
position,
explaining
v.tt.
candidate
Seymour Edwards,
"'" the right of the people in anv com- the afternoon the rebel batteries icans have been seized by federal
uo...
to accept an, money
andI that; the senate m.ghI want o munity
to
turned their long range guns in the troops and the occupants driven to the
whether or not' intoxi. for United States senator, was arrest- Phodes or the other man, whom he
if
adopt a portion of that bill. He.sald cant8
direction of the National Palace, streets homeless and exposed to the
ed this morning on a warrant Issued c'id not recoenize, lint Rhodes has in DIU UIVIUCIlU
be
,d
ho had never seen the Page bill.
senate this morning alter considerable ty Justice Marion Gijclirhst, charged BjBted that it was nut a bribe. Smith
Many of thp shells thrown in a high! fire of both rebels and federals. th
Mr. Evans moved to make both debate. It is
(S DECLARED arc
clear over the city, struck the dismayed refugees made their way, at
senate substitute for with bribing Delegate John M. Smith, las been voting for Isaac T. Mann for'
bills special order for tomorrow at ten senate bill No. 63,
building, but did little serious dam- the risk of their lives, to the Ameri
which provides p Tyler county. The warrant was Benator.
of
conclusion
the
At
his;
o'clock but the motion was not sec- that
can embassy, which is now open to all
ork, Feb. 13. Directors of age.
every four years, municipalities issued at the instance of Delegate statement, Smith asked the house.
onded. Mr. Barth then started the may submit to the
Feb. j3. An- - refugees. Ambassador Wilson, howMexico
Lolorado
Fuel
Mex.,
and
City,
Iron
men
of
company
electors
five
one
arrested
the
the
qualified
to
Rhodes,
alleged!
investigate
delegates
real battle by moving to amend the the question of the sale of
today declared a dividend of 35 per other fierce street battle, which was ever, is now distributing money to
with- yesterday.
Edwards furnished bond. 'attempt to bribe.
motion made by Mr. Holt to defer in the incorporated limits. liquor
houses by
in
was
resolu-- i cent on the preferred stock, a total c xpected to be decisive, was begun those in the adjoining
excitement
created
the
Intense
with
In
joint
compliance
inconsideration of Senate Bill 104
The payment let ween the federal troops and the means of a committee which he orAn effort was made to amend the the house of delegates today when tion adopted
President r.f about $1 .4X0,000.
yesterday,
definitely.
bill to provide for an election every kev. Thomas J. Smith, of West Un- Woods in the senate appointed Sen-- i , epresenta an accumulation of back federal troops supporting President ganized.
I idends
It was at this point that Mr. Holt two years
a
A r
afler a record year of earn-- ' Madero and General Felix Diaz ill' All dispatches to the American em- 1...H
if
if desired
this was de- ion, Dodderidge county, speaking on BiUlD J. O. IU rll OIlilJl,
and opened his oratorical bat- feated after debate. but
Mexico City at 8 o'clock today. The bassy from the state department, urge
llgs'
In-de!
r.
of
to
committee
Mr. Holt led the
as
privilege,
the
of
personal
members
question
of
senate
the
teries. The members
federal forces had the advantage in the ambassador to exert every influ
opposition asserting that an election clared that Delegate U. G. Rhodes and vfesticate the aliened bribery in thei
eat through the address in peace and every four
from the
numbers, their army totaling 7000 men ence to keep
NO CHOICE IN W. VA.
another man had thrust $500 tn his legislature and Speaker George, in
years was sufficient
ouiet Mr. Holt, with a final effort, that which ever side won such and
Charleston ho- the house, named Delegates Shermanin a room
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 13 The against the three thousand revolution-T- . streets. He reports the wounding of
an
pocket
closed his remarks and sank back election,
several American men and says he
Rnhinoin charted 4 Snttnn nnrtlWest Vireiuia legislature tndav tnnk Mts under Diaz.
ought to have four years of tel. He declared Rhodes and the
into his seat. Mr. Barth arose. He did time to try the
General Huerta'-anPresident Ma- has given refuge to between 500 and
1,s seventh joint ballot
Other man had offered him $2,000 if W. S. WyBong.
for United
This
experiment.
not mince words and on three differ- view was taken also
by Mr. Hinkle. he would vote for Col. W. S. Edwards Judge Henry K. Black In the crim-- States senator. There was no choice. dero declared they would be badly 600 Americans.
ent occasions Mr. Holt felt constrain-e-- i The bill as passed, was
a substitute for United States senator.
disappointed and surprised if Diaz and
a
inal court this morning ordered
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. Presito call upon the president of the measure but it follows the lines of
Smith declared he did not know rpecial grand jury convened imme- ILLINOIS FOR DIRECT PRIMARY. his mutinous army were not reduced dent Taft talked with callers today
senate for protection because of what Mr. Hinkle's original local option bill how much money had been put Into
about the situation in Mexico and
Springfield, 111., Feb. 13. The house lo submission before nightfall.
for the purpose of investigathe termed personal allusions or "other and Mr. Hinkle asserted today that his pockets until he had left the room. diately
The battle opened with heavy firing they said he regarded the case more
ing the charges that money has been today concurred with the state" sennatters of legislation."
it was an excellent measure and that Then he went to Delegate H. C. Wil- used in the United States senatorial ate in the adoption of the resolution by the federal artillery which had grave than it had been at any time
Mr. Barth asserted that when other
liamson, of Tyler county, had him campaign now in progress in the West for the direct election of United States teen strongly reinforced in the night
members of the senate saw things as
(Continued on page eight).
senators.
count the money, enclose it in an en- - Virginia legislature.
The rebels occupied the same post- (Continued on page four).
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Removal Notice

A PLEA

It's Your Inactive Liver and
Bowels-Yo- u
Need

1

Cas-care-

GROCERY CO.

9

INTER

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sob

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

Phone Black

45

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

deserved
Valentine
probably
'he honor which belongs with the title
of Saint and quite possible it was due
him long before it was bestowed, but
it may possibly compensate the good
saint to observe that the day set
r.part as St. Valentine's has as wide,
and possibly wider observance as that
of any other saint on the calendar.
And this, too, among the young and
to whom quite often one
saint looks much like all the others.
"It is quite possible that because
Dan Cupid seems to have set himself
ip as doorkeeper at the shrine of St.
Valentine, the luster ot the good
saint's name is not allowed to grow
dim. And It is probable that many
who visit his shrine are satisfied to
pay their respects to the aforesaid
Dan, believing that they can do no
better. And they are probably right,
for Dan is certainly onto his job, and
is one of those lively chaps whom it
is better to keep busy with legitimate
employment than to have tearing
around joose with nothing much to do
except get into mischief.
"As a valentine gift or offering,
flowers are always considered most
appropriate, and the daintily arranged
basket of choice flowers or the box of
flowers, nicely trimmed and tied with
r.'bbon and accompanied with the note
or card bearing an inscription appropriately expressing the sentiment ol
the sender, has the air of personality
and individuality thut can hardly be
said to go with the most elaborate
creation of celluloid and satin, which
(n most t instances owes whatever it
tcay claim in beauty to the fact that
if is designed and built in imitation
cf flowers."

"St

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

light-hearte-

Wood

Goal

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT

OF CRICHTON."

Phone One Double

O

Fancy Egg

J.

THE RELI ABLE

OrAHlld, ELECTRICIAN,

,

ELECTRICAL

LIGHTING

and FIXTURE WORK

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Have

Your House Wired While You
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.

Percolators , Grills,

Can
MANY JAGS
PREVENTED

Phone 223 J.

Irons, Etc.

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
FROM SANTA FE all points
in New Mexico, Ari
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX, 0F&
NEW MEXICO

P. AQENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The WestPoiat of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

S.

U

War Department.
Located

In the beautiful Pecoa
Valley 3, TOO feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Onen air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physioal
and mental development are
IDEAL such as oannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.

Regents

:

K. A. CAHOON. President.
E. RHEA,
.f. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

J.

For particulars and illustrated

address,

COL

JAS.

W. WILLS0N, Supt.

cata-bgu-

OF WHICH

PLACED

WHERE

AND
THEY

13.

Absinthe
fifty quarts of it was poured into
iue sutlers or tne C tv street train v
by J. W. Arnold, state pure food in-spector. By the act of coneress nas-sea last October the sale of nhsin.
the is prohibited.
Today Inspector
Arnold visited the saloons and grocery
stores of the city and confiscating
the entire supply, knocked the tops
fiom the bottles and emptied the contents into the streets.
Immediately afterward he Issued
a warning to all grocers to refuse to
et'll canned goods containing copper
salts used for greening, or any of the
tupper saits useir, atter May 1, as a
law prohibiting the sale of this arti-- !
oie goes into effect at that time.
KNIGHT TEMPLAR INSPECTION.
Past Eminent Commander William
A. Chapman, of Raton, Inspector General of New Mexico, last evening inspected Santa Fe Commandery No. 1,
K. T., and ably Instructed the local
ledy in the military tactics of the or
der. General Chapman is well quail- fed for his position and demonstrated
fully the excellent military training he
He has about completed
possesses.
his inspection tour of the state and
f nds conditions generally very prom
ising. He was more than favorably
impressed with the great many Imand the many modern
provements
residences that have been erected in
Santa Fe, which he has not visited In
over ten years. General Chapman was
chairman of the territorial board of
education under the administration of
Governor Ross.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-- j
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin--:
When
ing of the Eustachian Tube.
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumb-- j
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma-- j
tion can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hear-- !
Ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-- j
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous sur-faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
fot any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-- j

culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY

& CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation,

t

1913.

About Babies
Ha a large Circle of Listeners Who Prof,
il by Her Wisdom and Experience.
In nlmost any Bpttlod community there's
e Kraudma who knows Mother's Friend.
Hot only Is she reminiscent of her own

EXHIBIT

DEPOSITS,
HAVE

13,

Talks

BEEN

SHOULD BE
CAN

BE

SEEN.
experience, but it was through her

that so many jtoiiuk, expectant
Its undeveloped mineral wealth mothers derived
the comfort and blessing
the
of
one
as
counted
must always be
cf this famous remedy.
,
Is applied externally to
New
Friend
of
Mother's
hxst important resources
the ahriumcn, stomach and breasts, allays
.

Mexico, which capital and courage
We have a
n ust come to develop.
ereater variety of mineral than al
n,0Bt any other state; gold, silver,
a
COpper, lead, zic and iron, besides
multitude of rarer metals,
0ue of tne g,Patest attractions to
i;opulation, after the railroad arrived,
was found in mines; and while many
were disappointed, yet it is now well
understood that what is necessary is
tc go deeper to the great permanent
veins in order to insure success, and
the day is not fur distant when mining enterprises, intelligently conducted will again cover our mountains
unri fnnt hills.
Whatever will hasten this by draw-- !
ing attention to our real mineral
wealth, is of great value to the state.
For almost thirty years there was
on display in Santa Fe the most ex
tensive and impressive mineral exhibit ever collected in the southwest.
It was not an exhibit of specimens,
or of cabinet minerals, but of great
blocks of ore that instantly impressed the observer, and showed the practical value of the properties from
vhich they came.
There never 1ms been but one such
collection made, and it never can be
made again. It was brought together
at the very height of the mining excitement of thirty years ago, when
mining excitement of thirty years
ago, when mining districts and mining camps covered fully a third of the

territory.
It was

in 1883

that the great

Tertlo-Millenni-

celebration was held, and
the mining exhibit was the crowning
glory of that wonderful affair, among
practical things. Nearly a year was
spent in preparation, and every mining district was represented. An immense building was erected and devoted to the mineral
exhibit. To
bring together the specimens which,
of course, were the finest obtainable
was calculated to have cost between
57500 and fSOOO, and
the intrinsic!
value of the metals in the exhibit was

carefully estimated at $1500.
At the conclusion of the celebralion, the building was taken down and
the vast collection had to be removed,
and there was some difficulty in finding a suitable place where it could
be safely preserved and conspicuously
exhibited.
There were plenty who
desired to obtalni'lt, both cities and
Individuals, but 'tor private purposes
and to remove it from the capital. So
a. length the Historical society, in
possession of the east part of the

j

nil pain, avoids all nausea, and prevents
caking c the breasts.
It Is eiiickly and wonderfully penetrating,
permits the muscles to cxpnnd without the
strain m the ligaments, and prepares the system so thoroughly that the crisis is passed
almost without the slightest distress. Thus
there need he no such thing as dread or fear.
No better nor more cheering advice can
be given the expectant mother than to suggest the use of Mother's Friend. She will
take courace from the beginning. The days
will he cheerful, the nights restful. Thus
the hen! ii is preserved, the mind Is in
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
repose antj the period Is an unending one
of quiet, j"ful anticipation.
You can obtain Mother's Friend of any FROM US.
WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
Do not forget
druggist tit $1.00 a bottle.
nor neglect to be supplied with this greatest
It Is GOODS.
remedy ever devised for motherhood.
unfnlllng. Write at once to Bradueld Regu133 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.,
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
lator
for tin ir very Interesting and instructive
of tdrlwtewpwstaat mothers,
"
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST

j

METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

PORTO RICO WILL

WOOD DAVIS
--

CELEBRATE 400TH.
ANNIVERSARY

Phone 14.

Catholics through this country and
especiully in New Mexico where
Spanish civilizations dates back so
far, ate much interested to see that
and little Porto Kico looms
up now with the four hundredth anniversary of the arrival of the first
Roman Catholic bishop of America,
This anniversary is to be celebrated
Febntsiry 23 and the invitations are
most interesting. A Santa Fean who
received one has given it to the New
Mexican. It reads as follows:
Bishop's House, San Juan, Porto Rico,
Yon are cordially invited to be present at the celebration of the four hundredth anniversary of the arrival of
the first bishop in America, Dr. Alon-sin
Manso, who took possession
person of the See of San Juan in the
year 1513. His Eminence John Cardinal Farley,
Archbishop of New
York, will preside at the solemn services to be held February 23 at nine
o'clock a. m in the Cathedral of this
city. M. A. Jones, U. S. A., Bishop of
Porto Rico.

If Its Hardware We

Have-j,- .

COMPANY.
auond '! j

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father , mother and ch Id ren . Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

I

o

N

1

BARELEGGED KIDS
THE HEALTHIEST

POWER

and
Indianapolis, Feb. 13. Fritz
Nellie Taylor, 10 and 9 years old respectively, the children of Mr. and
J'rs. William M. Taylor, are said by
many persons connected with the Indianapolis public schools to be the
healthiest school children In the city.
Among their playmates the Taylor
Palace, came forward, and agreed to children are known as "the kids that
remove the entire collection,
Since earl?
care- don't wear any socks."
and childhood neither Fritz nor Nellie
fully arrange it for exhibition
preserve it for free, public exhibition Taylor has worn hose, either summer of winter, that come far above
forever, in consideration of its
for. The following documents
was their shoe tops.
executed and the entire nnlloctinn
n tho tioll r,r rpnrpflnntntlvaa
tdnnpri
in the Palace, the expense of moving! TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
j
beinc about sasn.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Santa Fe, N. M., August S, 1SS4.
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
The
Anniversary it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
association hereby transfers the posIs on each box. 25c.
session of the entiro collection of
mineral specimens In the main exhibition building of said association to
vn innnnnnrwtnni uwmruxru
the Historical Society of New Mexnrtjj
ico in consideration of said Historical
society carefully removing and preserving the same' and paying all expenses incident toi such removal. Such
collection to be kept In Santa Fe on
perpetual, free and public exhibition,
as provided in the act of the legisla
SEASON
ture of New Mexico relative to said
society.
WM. W. GRIFFIN, President.
IS
ARTHUR BOYLE, Secretary.
SOL SPIEGELBERG, Treasurer.
We are fully prepared
WALTER V. HAYT,
to answer satisfactorROMTJLO MARTINEZ,
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
ily all your wants
L. PRADFORD PRINCE,
Directors.
LOOK THIS LIST OVER
For twenty-eigh- t
years this remarkCAREFULLY:
able exhibit of the mineral resources
of New Mexico remained as one of the
SARDINES, Imported and Dogreat attractions to the travelers,
homeseekers and prospectors who
mestic.
Tertio-Millenni-

HARDWARE

LIGHT

far-awa-

N

OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

Iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We' furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

trans-Frederic-

lid., Feb.

1

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

MINERAL

OUR

ON EXHIBITION

FLOWERS FOR
ST. VALENTINE

STOCK FOOD.

Agents For INTERNATIONAL

FE! Grandma

SANTA

FOR A PERMANENT

SAMPLES

ts

Your're bilious, you hove a throbbing sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are
No wonder you feel ugly,
parched.
Your system
mean and
is full of bile not properly passed off,
and what you need is a cleaning up
inside. Don't continue being a bilious
nuisance to yourself and those who
love you, and don t resort to harsn
Re-physics that irritate and Injure.
member that most disorders of thei
stomach, liver and intestines can be
quickly cured by morning with gentle, thorough Cascarets they work
box from
while you sleep. A
your druggist wil keep your liver and
sweet and
bowels clean; stomach
your head clear for months. Children
levo to take Cascarets, because they
taste good and never gripe or sicken.

GROCERY CO.

WHOLESALE

OF

Sure.

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

OF

AND THEJTATE

SICK HEADACHE
S

THE WINTER

ASSETS

FOR

GASCARETS

FEBRUARY

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAQE TWO

e

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

P

CAPITAL COAL YARD

THE

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal vnmM Wood

HERE!

visited Santa Fe. Its great masses
of solid ore Impressed every visitor
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
and gave a most favorable impression
of the metallic riches of the territory.
CLAMS, CLAM CH0WDER.CLAM
between 200,000 and 250,000 persons
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
visited the historical, rooms in that
period, and a large proportion found
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,
much to Interest them in this collec
tion. Of course every one in any way
I KIPPERED HERRING,
connected with mining devoted much
to
time
its inspection and studv. H 3
YARMOUTH BLOATER.
was the great mineral asset of New
CAVIAR, LOBSTER.
Mexico, and a special asset of Santa
Fe as a local attraction.
FRESH MACKEREL,
But last fall, in the general alter- tion of the Palace, the whole exhibit
MILCHER HERRING.
was moved out. There were no rooms
in which to put it, and so it was
placed in the placita back of the PalCHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ace, partly under temporary covering, partly entirely exposed. And
there It is today. Of course certain
FRESH FISH
classes of mineral will disintegrate
v hen thus
to
rain and snow,
exposed
Wednesdays & Fridays
h. at and cold. And this naturally occurring now. Every day of such exOYSTERS
posure means a loss In the Importance
and value of the collection.
Can Santa Fe afford this? Can New
Mexico afford it? No such collection
Co.
can ever be brought together again,
for there will never again be such universal mining enthusiasm; and in
such a work enthusiasm does more
than money.
H
a.
What is to be done to protect this 5
S
important asset of the state T
SintniuinnnJtruuiruvuvinuinnutra

Modern Grocery

h

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

s
E
E

BARTELDES' SEEDSl
WESTERN

SEEDS FOR WESTERN

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED
If

not

I

at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct

OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.

D Our Specialty

S

PLANTERS

Pry Farming Seeds

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
Box 1804,

Department Q, . . ...

Denver, Colorado.

and GaSn
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cah. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bill. Let us have a Trial
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J

116 OALISTEO

STREET.
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Its
IM
of tho Idaho court in punishing
ciitics for contempt is proper, then
TAKE
Abraham Lincoln Bhould have been
Jailed and lined for his words about
REMARKS BY THEODORE ROOSEVELT
the supreme court of tho I'nited
States in connection with the Died
HEADAGY,
New York, Vvb. 1:. Colonel Noose- - 1 hold lo have been an outing upon Scott decision.
"Abraham Lincoln was no more or
volt last night returned to the subject! the people of Idaho, and not merely
li SB guilty than the three men whom
of the decision of the supreme court upon them hut upon the people or a
of Idaho In the election cases. and the Vnited States for any lnierfer - tl.t supreme court of the state or:'
Usalu
voiced the opinion that this ei.ee with the right of an American injUiaho have imprisoned for contempt;
Your Head and Thoroughly
SANTA FE, N. M.f FEBRUARY 17 TO 20, INCLUSIVE.
Sweetens Your Stomach,
decision constituted "an even graver 'any state to cast his vote and to have because they criticized, in less severe
a
ot
liinsuiasro
Abraham
than
of
his
Lincoln,
Sour
bowels
of
Cleanses Your Liver and 30 Feet
dense agalnHt justice and decency, it counted for the president
f
from every
and an even greater blot on the Am-- choice Is an offense against the Amer-irica- decision as indefensible
Waste.
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will pro- Bile, Foul Gases and Clogged-U- p
standpoint of law and justice and
judiciary than the Dred Scott leans of all the states,
popular rights aH the Dred Scott de- j
decision itself." .The court he char-- ;
think the result of the vote
tect rate or
tor the round trip trom
cision
Itself.
instru-as "tho most potent
,,at it we na(j Deeu given our clearN. M., Durango,
stations
All those davs when vou feel miser-- , ft rmenting food and clogged up waste n ent in this denial of
Aztec,
Farmington,
"A case like that in Idaho shows
justice.
UI1j undoubted
rights lndaho's elecf m
is moved 011 and ou
" Abraham
rei he need of the
no
was
Lincoln
less
of
In
tho
been
able, headachy, bilious and dull are!
power
have
Colo.,
would
Colo.,
popular
Vote
Alamosa,
tolai
Espanola, N. M.,
system no nausea no griping no
than the three men whom the lfc8SiVe column. The action of the call of the judiciary, a need which I
due to torpid liver and sluggish bow-- weakness.
and
all directly intermediate stations
Idaho
believe, could probably be best met
els. The day3 when your stomach is
reactionary court, taken in
you simply can't have your liver supreme court of the state of
or
because
for
the
contempt
of
the
judges
they
having
by
appointed
action
Republican
witn
bowels
tjol)
(ne
of
sour and full of gas, when you have inactive and your thirty feet
clticized, in less severe language than m!,cjne, resulted In the deprivation elected for life, but subject on petiIndigestion ; the nights when your constipated with sour, decaying waste
a
Lincoln, a decision as indefensible of tile ,.i(,nt 0f tiie people of Idaho to tion to recall by popular vote every
of
need
The
feel
matter
well,
and
are
vou
and
restless
twitch
ntpvta
of law and expr,,8B their choice for president,
two years.
and can't sleep could be avoided with laxative is a natural need, but with from every standpoint
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M Feb. 15th.
Died
as
the
and
not
said
he
are
popular
that
Lincoln
rights
of
delicious
of
justice
"Abraham
you
Figs
"This action would not, nowever,
delicious
Syrup
of
X
a teasDoonful
Syrup,
decision itself."
From Durango, Colo., ( not including Antonito) Feb.l6ili& 17th.
Being composed
Flge. Isn't it foolish to be distressed drugging yourself.
iyed the Dred Scott decision repre- - meet all the dilflculties of the case. A
and
senna
Pro-:
lucious
of
to
to
figs,
Colonel Roosevelt spoke
tented a conspiracy against liberty in this state, for instance, there have
entirely
when there is such a pleasant way
Alamosa to Antonito, inclusive, Feb. 17th.
aromatics it cannot Injure,
overcome it?
judges who,
gressives at their Lincoln birthday between the then supreme court and been many
'
name.
full
,
From All Points South uf An lonilo, Feb. 17th and 18th.
Ask your druggist for the
(live vour inactive liver and ten
banquet. The ilrst political utterance the leading officers of the reaction-- la certain cases, usually affecting
thor-- j "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna.
court
a
bowels
in
which
that
his
to
made
which
h
has
labor
rendered
decisions
have
address
supreme
of
months,
r.ry party
yards
so- ouch cleansing this time. Put an end Refuse, with scorn, any of the
vas permeated with passages from belonged. I believe that with even vere wholly improper, wholly reacare
imitations.
They
called
RETURN LIMIT FEBRUARY 24.
Syrup
Fig
Lincoln if tionary, and fraught with the gravest
to constipation.
In u ore justice Abraham
Lincoln's writings and speeches.
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.morrow.-- '
feeing at Acapulco,
today declared the fact that he was
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13.' A sig- San Diego, Calif., Feb. 13. Deserto go out Of office within theA next Mexico, culminated in an assault upon mlluant
Old
proceeding of the day was the. tions pf Mexican troops from the garthree weeks would have no weight two officers of the cruiser Denver be- of the Joint army-navearly
lower
assembly
at
rison
are
Tecate,
California,
for.Acain determining his action
towards fore she departed yesterday
beard in Admiral
offices. reported today.
The number could
Mexico.
iutla. Honduras. The victims oi in The call was issued Dewey's
by direction of not be learned, but it was said that
and
Camerer
were
Surgeon
was assault
Thev declared the
the deserters left their arms and amwere passing Admiral Dewey himself.
55 San Francisco Street.
ready for action up to the last mo- - Ensign Guthrie, who
bi ought together at an
It
oppor-tvnmunition and are believed to have
in- was
Neither
ment of his administration.
through the streets.
lime for consideration of Joint crossed the lino.
In regard to reports that Mr. Taft jured.
of the army and navy the highest
The men belong to the battalion
T.nrlrv Texas. Feb. 13 Hie Wlieie- ute
had or would consult President-elec- t
ranking officers of both services and sent to Lower California a year or
passenger
northbound
of
the
Wilson, it was said at the White abouts
tho abl.'st strategests.
more ago to prevent invasion by filiHmiba tnrtnv flint tlio nrpnirlwnt rnn. train frnm Mexico City which left
Besidf-Admiral Dewey and Major busters.
'
unreport-hiis
still
sidered the Mexican problem one for there Tuesday night,
General Leonard Wood, the army and
Mexico City, Feb. 13. Many wom- PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
ed and there is apprehension for the
alone until March 4.
were represented by Major en and children In the foreign coloW Vaan Tovoo VvU
19
With Imported Magneto.
loufolv nf ltd liaSSeilKei'S. AU U11BUV.- navy
Tl,o
- .
.Art nn tllO- nOllth General
assistant nies were conveyed during the night Motor
Wetherspoon,
at Chihuahua City were caused by an cessfui atiacit wa uw
Cycle without a doubt wHh trouble
General!
In
to
white
of'
automobiles flying
chief
flags
staff;
passenBrigadier
left at the factory.
attempt of rebels to liberate prison- bound Mexican National lines
a
of
of
but
chief
coast
satety,
Weaver,
the
places
comparative
artillery,
Tuesday.
here
ers of the state penitentiary say ger train which left
and Brigadier General Crozier; Rear large number of foreigners still were
RAIN OF SHRAPNEL.
American refugees who arrived here
Feb. 13. Be- Admirals Osterhaus and Vreeland and penned up today in regions not free
rMtv Mpx..
this morning on a belated passenger
from danger. Thousands of Mexican
nine o'clock and ten o'clock Captain Potts.
train.
families concentrated on the lower
shut-executive
is
By
order
this
and
board
walls
the
on
rained
They reported that a truce .had been irhiapnel
floors and in the basements of busi.
m.h"'-"ters of the cauie oince, uui
made between General Antonio
or tne army ana ness buildings, trusting to the floors
uie
ai ineir
the federal commander of the nnH nnpratnrs remained
Protect them.
tho
solid
a
navy when it becomes necessary i aDove
after
time
A
short
f.iands.
northern military zone, and Marcello
In the American embassy dozens of
of- to
conduct
the
entered
either
field
operations
joint
a
gun
The reb- s,hot from
Carraveo, a rebel general.
American citizens were provided for. PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,
fi nsive or defensive
els were permitted to camp within Jardin hotel.
Blankets and mattresses were Bpread
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3sT. 2s.
are
secret
MISSING.
proceedings
always
TRAIN IS
five miles of the city, and on Tues"very cnamoer in
and
be
known only through the " l" noors
13.
may
Feb.
Passengers
Texas.
Laredo.
to
open the prisday they attempted
uiaue was uuuxeu as a isiucpiug
today that one l tsuliing orders to ships and troops, iu3
on. Federal troops prevented the at- from Saltillo said
However, there was lit- apartment.
insued
the
destroyed
war
secretaries
and
of
was
by
entirely
tempt without bloodshed. A riot fol- freight train
tie or no evidence of- panic or undue SANITARY BAKERY.
another
of
board
is
The
in
fate
nnvy.
the
scope
advisory
lowed. It was said that the Mexico by Are and that
since it was and rot capable of executing its own excitement.
AMADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
City situation had occasioned the best freight was in doubt,
Francisco de la Barra former proattacked.
rejects.
visional president became a refugee Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
feeling between ' the rebels and gov- nimored it was
WAS A VIRGINIAN,
passenger train;
The southbound
ernment troops, but that General
in the British station yesterday after
Pies,
Wedding Cakes a Specialty,
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 13. Mrs. H. W. he
insisted that opening the state which left Iaredo Tuesday night at
Koune Grocery Co. handle our
approached President Madero on
Cakes,
until
of
wo-one
two
the
in
Holmes,
American
'
safety
Bread and Rolls.
prison was going top. far. Quiet had 10 o'clock proceeded
of
with
the question
the
compromising
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J.
518 miles south of this city at n.en Killed during the battle in Mex- - rebels.
lOSGALISTIOST'
been restored Wednesday
to
morning r.bout
Madero refused to listen
A New Denver Baker.
l
wna fbo unfa nt
ii'hovo it W!1H attacked bV ICO f'itV VPRtprdjlv
when the train departed, only to enW.
hundred
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of
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Holmes,
LIGHTband
Iver,
WILLIE
APH
a
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PHOTOGR
THE
FAVORITE
formerly
fifty
counter two burned bridges below
IMS IS
RITCHIE,
and
WEIGHT CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.
Juarez. These were repaired, but all els. As the train was entering tne boutluimpton county, Virginia,
Mrs. S.'S. S., Van Buren St., King
fired
was
a
Miss
upon, formerly
Strickland, of San eton, N. Y.
telegraph lines to the state capital re- - station the engineer
(full name furnished onj
main cut.
Realizing the danger, he reversed the Antonio, Texas.
application) had such decided benefit
toward
WESTERN GIRL YOU LOUE IN THE "MOVIES
tull
backed
speed
Inver
and
HIDES
SHARPSHOOTERS.
The refugees reported that the fedfrom using Foley's Honey and Tar
the rebels on
TVlexico City, Mex., Feb.
13. Diaz
eral troops were expected to welcome Saltillo .pursued by
SUFFRAGET.
IS A SURE-ENOUG- H
that she shares her good
Compound
mounted
of
the
The
speed
during the night in hiding fortune with others.
the Diaz revolt in event of Madero's horseback.
She writes:
to
overtake
sharpshooters in houses in the so-- "Fnlov'a TTrmov nnH Tot Pnmnnnnd
defeat and would be joined by the band was not sufficient
eu- - called American
were
The
the
train.
passengers
blocks
As
svinuathv
rehels.
onlv
colony, many
b
ht
vojce back to me dur,ng a!
reyond his lines. This was revealed severe case of bronchitis and laryn-- i
seems to exist among the volunteers lingered by rebel fire.
of
a
was
fifty
train
a
Aboard
the
party
by sharp attack on a detachment of
nr
trnnns liinnv nf whom
re-- !
I
enrome to Aexaca, a pomi federals advancing from Capuitepec. gitis. Oh how many people have
Santa ;Fe, N. M., Feb.
fought as insurrectos in the Madero Welshmen
it
sale
all
to."
commended
For
by
employ-thto take
Rebel sharpshooters on the roofs
revolution.
These, however, are in beyond Mexico City,
druggists.
One and one-fif- th
of building on Hamburgo street atfare for the
This same condition ment with a Light and Power
minority.
round trip from all points in
tempted to pick off the artillerymen
to exist at Juarez and in rany.
Today's passenger list from Mexico manning the federal guns located near WILSON WILL RESIGN
New Mexico, including El Paso,
other parts of the state.
GOVERNORSHIP MARCH 1.
Mexico City, Feb. 13. Fighting was City included Bishop Hendrix of the the British legation. The rebels were
and Trinidad, Colo., to
Texas,
13.
N.
Feb.
President
J.,
Trenton,
hRoim at. R o'clock this moraine bv a Methodist
episcopal cnurcn, soutn, subsequently driven from their posi-t:ohe
announced
Wilson
elect
that
SANTA FE, N. M.
today
on the roofs.
federal battery of artillery. A gen- ff Kansas City. He was a passenger
would resign the governorship of Xew
eral attack on the rebel positions was cn the southbound train which was
CADETS ON GUARD.
Dates
of Sale, Feb. 15, 16, and 17.
north
Jersey to take effect March 1. Thej
expected to start immediately. Gen- attacked by rebels and returned
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 13. The ar-iEdasked
General
governor
the
said
Hendrix
Attorney
that
Good for Return Passage, Feb. 21,1913.
eral Huerta placed in command of This afternoon
y cadets at Chapultepec, who were mund Wilson today how to file his
the federal artillery Lieutenant Col- whereabouts of the northbound train the first to rally to the call of Presresignation.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
onel Rubio Navarrette who has the itom Mexico City was not known at ident Madero for
aid, have for the
reputation of being the most capable the attack at Kl Salado.
most part been withdrawn from the.
Conductor
S. L. Miller,; Norfolk,
Bishop Hendrix said the rebel band line of action to
'urtillerist In the Mexican arm. tie
Chapultepec, where Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. &
fsained fame in the campaign akainst appeared to bear a special grudge
they act as guard under the command N. W. Ry.Co., recommends Foley Kid- Orozco when he was under General against the National railroad and im of General Beltram, former
Are You a Seller7 An advertiseprincipal
mediately after robbing the cars ot
Huerta's command.
and .th" fflPer W?
ment
in the classified columns of the
and
satiswith
burned
Piils
the
Foley
useful,
Kidney
very
rolling
everything
duced Felix Diaz at Vera Cruz during
It was difficult to see how the rebfactory results and endorse their, use New Mexican will put your real esels could long resist the fire poured Flock and undesirable freight.
his first abortive revolution.
A BRIEF BATTLE.
for any one afflicted with kidney tate on the market effectively. It will
in by the federals but they again
The work of caring for the woundtrouble.
Mexico City, Feb. 13. The first ed is
For put the facts of your property before
They are all right."
showed the same excellent markman- limited by the government to sale
small arm engagement of the the
the eyes of all possible buyers.
by all druggists.
White Cross society,
ship which characterized the previous sharp
as
Is
it
a
fighting and this enabled them to day occurred at half past ten when
charged that the Red Cross society
party of federals moved into range harbors many
offer a grim resistance.
political enemies of the
of the rebel sharpshooters. The
eo.
13.
v.
r
v.,
tne
Washington,
government.
as both sides
White Cross society reports it is car-- battle was very
TACOMA SAILS.
cllie reliance on a steady
ing for approximately 1200 wounded, Placed tneir
Boston,
Mass., Feb. 13. The gun.
fire.
battery
The Red Cross has not vet made a
The infantry fighting lasted only a boat Tacoma with a hundred marines
Neither organization is be- report.
few minutes and was succeeded by a Failed at 2 o'clock this morning for
ing respected by the federal forces.
Central American waters. The TaThe president of tho latter has been more intense cannonade from the reb coma will be in
wireless touch with
killed. Some members of the White els at the arsenal. The federal bat- the
1L Va
navy
on the way down
department
British
in
of
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the
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in
detected by Diaz adherents
j Cross
the coast in case of necessity.
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rebel fire.
were executed.
The cannonade soon lost some of
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 13. A passen-- j
viciousness and it seemed that the
its
on
Mexico
last
from
City
ger
night's
train reported that at least 1,000 rebels were conserving their lire, al
Americans were without funds to though they continued to throw shells
leave the capital even if the oppor toward the palace. One federal batkept steadily in action at the
tunity presented, because the banks
station on tne raseo reiorma
A
had been closed since Saturday.
on sail Juan ae i,eiran
were at anu anotner
large number of Americans
.
.
'
the railroad station, he said, eagerly D"ccu
,
io serious attempt naa ueen maue
seeking to take north bound trains
Ot
rusn
to
tne
PAULINE GARFIELD BUSH, IN CHARACTER - AND IN LIFE.
lortincailOllS
""on
Tint phni ks wprn rpfiifsnd na navments
tne rebels. At that hour General
for
tickets.
Feb. 13.
Santa Barbara, Cal
"There's my girt,'' whisper the boys.
Many Americans, the passengers be- - Huerta dispatched from the palace a
I
Tauline Garfield Bush is an ardent
Maybe those who have never seen ileved, were
practically marooned at considerable force of federal cavalry,
her. except on the screen, would like
CLUB IS HIT.
or
euffraget, believing women can and
without
station"
shelter
the
food,
to know that she is 5 feet 4
inches
'
Shortly before noon' several shells
should do just anything a man can
money.
tall; weighs 130 pounds; has brown
a
t pierced the library of the American
6o.
r.air and grey eyes,
c; NODoa
WBV
That is, she thinks a woman's brain
Her parents were English but shel- Monterey today by President Madero
building was peppered with bullets.
,flRH
ana aouuy ranns nign aiongsiue, nui proudly announces herself to be a 88id tnat u11 day yesterday and
A little later during a small arms
a few feet behind a man's.
nignt tne government torces
ICalifornian
'action, some buMets fell within the
succeeded
La
and
Cuidadela,'
This is going some for a real sure! in a recent picture, in which she
'embassy grounds in the heart of the
enough actress whose life has been played opposite to Warren Kerrigan, in destroying the one corner of that city, tacitly agreed upon as the neu-- !
spent wearing beautiful clothes and Miss Bush dared a hazardous riding arsenal, occupied by rebel forces.
tral zone.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. To prowinning the plaudits of an admiring stunt. Kerrigan, riding at full gal- FINANCIERS WORRIED.
firin
Americans
the
tect
endangered
public.
lop, swept past her, grabbed her by
New
York, Feb. 13. The Mexican
Ambassador
in
Mexico
City,
ing
Maybe this notion of hers Is the cue arm and swung her onto the sad-diwas a depressing influence
situation
to
on
was
ordered
Wilson
draw
today
reason Miss Bush left the Los Angel-r- s
behind him, without slacking his
the state department for $10,000. This over today's stock market. Financial
Belasco stock company to join the speed.
connections
- interests with Mexican
American Film company at Santa
it rt1raA ' Zli,t In could be used for relief of the desti- were without definite news from that
That fl tho
out
for
Americans
or
of
tute
getting
Cal.
Barbara,
leaiity Kerrigan didn t do ail the work Mpxipo
conntrv. save for brief advices, most
Anyway, she went, and now she's
of which arrived by devious routes.
B"Bh!
!he,ChanC
over
Ambassador
Wilson's
night
the leading lady, don't you know,
Two of the largest banking houses
To
a!,d the, !nU,Ut! dispatches were laid before President
doing pretty much everything the
War,d-- Taft today immediately upon
his re- - have had no word from their Mexican
iren in the ccmnnnv attemnt tnn
recent
since the
n.un.vm.j mini;,
lieiseijii
... from Pliiladelplua.
:
.
..
lhey con representative
if anvnna h.,kd
"
5 ",e au""
ta ned principally la an account of trouble began. The local officers of
i.
u
it
SZ?o
most disquieting feature of the the National railways of Mexico relu j,luJ,
er parl , lne alm. fighting the killing of two American ceived an overnight cable to the ef.,0l0
'A the young men and the exclama- - cult scene.
fect that the companies property in
women yesterday.
tions of the girls when Miss Bush
That scene is in "The Road to
Administration officials look with and around Mexic City had suffered
into the picture at the dime cess." Some of her other
.
pictures are much appreciation on the effect of ..w mnfnfinl
...ai.a. Anfnotra hilt that lift WAffl
The Girl of. he Manor. "The Power
6how:
,
of the two Americans and had been received from the interior.
the
killing
"cl B'"s
of the Camnus". and the first results of the incident was
gins ot uove,- .."Nell
The Mutual Life Insurance company
A w
in chorus.
Tnl,ln..
, ....uc
,lag. n,ght8 0,.der t AmbaSSad0r Wil- - is still without word from its manager
son to warn all Americans out of the in Mexico. "Unless we know where
we stand," said Charles A. Peabody,
zone.
danger
ferred to was drafted by Senator John
Ambassador Wilson's course bo far president of the company, "we can
Sharp Williams and himself and con. has the unqualified approved of the make no representations to WashingATTACKS BILL tained
no reference to the Jones bill. administration, though some of the ton. Some reports state that our
been alarmy, men question his attempt to building in Mexico City, has
is prob
That
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. Rep- - FURTHER
most
destroyed.
entirely
hostilities.
stop
Admitting
that,
PROSECUTION
resentative Redfield of New York,
OF HARD COAL TRUST. when he asked that the battle sub- ably exaggeration."
PREPARING TRANSPORTS.
side, his aim was to protect lives and
Democrat, joined in the attack on the
Newjort News, Va., Feb. 13. Work
Jones bill, declaring he was authorTrenton, N. J., Feb. 13. Further property of Americans and other forit is believed there would be of fitting and provisioning the transized by. Senator O'Gorman, a metnber prosecution of the "hard coal trust" eigners,
less bloodshed and a speedy termi- ports Meade, Sumner, McClelland and
of the Baltimore convention plan com- was begun here today by the federal nation of the rebellion
if the com- Kilpatrlck to carry troops to Mexico is
mittee to say that a resolution en- government in a civil suit against the batants are allowed to
it out.
fight
being pushed to completion. The quardorsing the Jones measure was pre- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
Prepared for a further call for bat- termaster's office here has let consented to the committee and rejected Coal company, charging violations of
tleships, the navy department has tracts for thirty carloads of grain and
in favor of the clause after Inserted both the Sherman anti-trulaw and kept Admiral Badger In command of bay. Complete- - crews have been
in the
platform.
Representative the commodities clause of the Inter, the Atlantic fleet at Guantanamo, ad- signed," The majority of the sailors
Jones replied that the resolution re-- state commerce act
vised of developments..; The ships have been secured in
.
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SUGGESTS MEDIATION.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. Director John Barrett, of the
L inon,
proposed today to President
Taft and the members of the house
and senate foreign relations commit-tertee, the appointment of a "commis- s.un ot mediation to offer its services
to Dnng about peace in Mexico."
..
m.
narrett proposed, to Mr.
"uc"ur
jriau
mat ine Commission be composiu ui one prominent American, preferably Senator Root;, an official of
pome South American Republic, and
r. Mexican.
Francisco de la Barra,
former provisional President of Mexico, was mentioned as the latter. The
1'roposal was made formally after conferences with house and senate leaders.
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During

the afternoon, a number of shells directed to the Palace were fired apparently from 1he rifle and artillerv
I anBe in the
vicinity of the barracks
southeast of the city, showing that a
force of rebels was posted there also.
Mexico City, Feb. 13. The
question
of food supplies throughout the
capiwas
tal
not solved today. Even the;
soldiery experienced the discomfort of
short rations. The rebels managed to
obtain during the night seven big
wagons full of bread and two wagon
loads of milk, but provisions generally within the zone of the mutineers
were said early this
morning -to be

scarce.
A picturesque
scene during the
night was made by fires on the pave- ments , many
ta of the c,tVj where
- ,.
!L.
U1B goiaiers under the orders of their
0(jicers nad rake(J together tne trash
and garbage bIown from tne bulIdingg
and burned )t Tne di
iHon of tftlg
rubbish , & gerjou8 proDlem afJ ,t ,
mono
tn thofagt becoming
health.
1
400 MEN ENLIST.
New, York. Feb. 13. Four hundred'
engineers, firemen,- - stokers, oilers
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(Owing to the great Interest mani
THE WEATHER.
fested in the Persona'- Column, the
Santa Fe N. M.. Feb. 1:!. For
to
readers
New Mexican requestn its
New Mexico: Tonight and Friday S
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
X
in
this column. By doing so the read- SX X temperature.
X X X X X X
X X X
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. ComIN TELEPHONING
munications sent by mail should bear
New
The
Mexican, if your business
of
the
the signature
writer).
is about advertising, subscriptions or
,
,.,
lob work, olease call up "31 W." If
in n,
i.
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FIRST SHOWING OF

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

"'T!?

SPECIAL SHOWING!

Rocker
Blotters;
Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Racks;
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match

Paper

Ladies' Muslin Wear, Laces and
Embroideries.

and
Hammered
Copper
Holders;
Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special orders made on short notice.

PRICES.

We Are Closing Out ALL WINTER GOODS AT REDUCED

w.
mm
jr lienor (n-o- '
yleurisy.Ave
Mrs. Falconer antl Miss Falconer,
A Valentine of flowers is the
of Mcintosh, are visiting friends in
appropriate gift.
the city.
The Fifteen club THOSE TWO BATTLESHIPS
Meets Tomorrow
County School Superintendent J. V. will meet tomorrow (Friday) alter-WILL BE BUILT.:
Conway is away again on n school noon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. It. II.;
tour.
inspection
Washington, D. C, Feb. l:!. At an
Dr. A. E. Nortliwood,
of Wagon I.nnna.
Phone and Say it jrxecutive session of the house naval;
to
the
Step
Mound, is a visitor here. He is stopWhether you need a necessity or lux- tffairs committee today the economy!
ping at the Palace.
can depend upon our phone advocates failed to force a reduction
R. J. Clancy, a high railroad official ury, you
and prompt delivery. Zook's , (lie two battleship program adopted
of San Francisco, arrived at the Mon-- ' service
Iy the committee and returned to aj
Pharmacy.
tezuma hotel last night.
WANTED A good delivery boy at farther conference with little likeli- 13.
Joseph
Hayward is out again and
of an agreement.
White House.
at his desk after a hard tussle with The
The econemy advocates
demand
We specialize in all kinds of heavy
of
and
attack
neuralgia,
grippe
j(:n
machine work. All work guaranteed. that at least one of the two battle-.Tosephene Foster, editress of the
Transconti- - shhips authorized by the bill as orig'Las Cruces Republican and one of Agents for Essenkay.
nental
Garage.
inally framed be eliminated.
They
the proprietors of this live paper, is
Various phin to figlit the bill on the floor.
for Marshall
Preparing
a Santa Fe vuest today
committees are being named this week
Col. Ralph E. Twitclieli, noted
Thorn- to escort Vice President-elec- t
Las
came
of
lawyer
Vegas,
It. Marshall from La my and to en-- j
las
over from the Meadow City yester-iday- .
tertain him here Monday mid Tues- He is at the Palace,
A. O. Payne, superintendent of the day.
The leading candidates are working
Denver office of the Wells Fargo Exand strong and
press company, arrived in the city last subscriptions good
fast. Why not you?
are
gaining
tiiey
is
He
on
here
business.
night.
Billard will make
your abstracts
T. A. Hayden, Santa Fe's well known
civil engineer left for Colorado this right.
Candidates, do you know that a
morning where he will make mineral
subscription to the New Meyear's
surveys for Denver mining Interests. xican
votes. Worth
will count (5000
Francis C. Lester, one of the good
roads boosters of the state jnd a hust- your while to look them up.
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SILKS, SATIN CriARMOUSE, CREPE
METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS
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INSURE

WITH HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.
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ALL WINTER GOODS AT COST

SEJU US

and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance

If CARE
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Want Our Policies!

AND BE SURE.

INSURE WITH HAYWARD
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FOR EVENING WEAR.
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B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,
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MANAGER,
Santa Fe,
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SELIGMANBRDS COMPANY

S TRUST CO.
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H. C. YONTZ,

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
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Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGH LIN,
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That the New Year we have

Just entered may be for each
and every one a Happy New
of
full
Health
and Prosperity. With
a
i: Year, year
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be

j

UNITED STATES BANK
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E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.
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DON DIEGO ADDITION
f
I TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE J
f

Precinct No.

In

See

Us

4

(South Side)

'

j

j

at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

c

j

f Both in Use
and Cost

I

CALUMET

j

j

-

t

t O. C. WATSON & CO.
I
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St., :

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

'

j
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
JO Red.

1

I
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
Next Door to Postoffice,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

States.'

Remember tb?
take no other.

name

H. S. KAUNE

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

MASS MEETING
ON FEBRUARY 20.

and

Doan's

Where Quality

Governs

(JASPER ST.

Telephone

P

the Price

and Price the Quality

Your

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

Lawn Dressing, per cwt,
.
.
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.
GORMLEY S GENERAL STORE,

?

Weather a

.

2.95

.

2.75
3 00

sl

Resolution

Will be to buy your
goods this year on a
basis of quality, not

price alone. That
will lead you to our
door, because there
is no store which
sells QUALITY GOODS
so reasonably. And

remember, during
this year that cheap
goods do not always

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT COY1FORT.

We have some of the

Finest Brussels Carpets and Weil-Makugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
de

(

which We are Goinr to Close Out

THE

ETC.

$2.50
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omen in New Mexico will be ex- citi-- j
plained by eminent lawyers. All
zens interested in this subject are
The
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affecting
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be exwill
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O. J. Roberts, chief
Hon.
plained by
E. C.
justice of New Mexico; Hon. F. W.
Abbott, district judge, and Hon.
meetClancy, attorney general. The
the
under
auspices
will
be
given
ing
of the legislative committee of the
state federation of woman's clubs.
By order of:
The legislative committee of the
State Federation of Woman's Clubs;
the committee on Welfare of Women
and Children of New Mexico; the D.
A. K., and the legislative committee
of Santa Fe Woman's Club.
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Pure Food

Exposition,
Chicago, III
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Cut Prices from today
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W. A. WILLIAMS,
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GENERAL LIVERY

Phone 139.

Where Prices are Lowest
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.
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310 San Francisco St.

when ou buy
baking pouldtr. Don I
cheap or big-ca-n
be misled.
Buy Calumet. It') more
economical

more wholesome

best results.
tour milk

Calumet is far superior to
soda.
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
Local Agents fur

If

MAYES
INSURANCE

LAID TO REST

8

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Re-

You don't tave money

MISS HALL IS

IS
The many friends of Miss Anna
rsHall, formerly of Santa Fe, will
gret to hear of her death on Februin
ary 5, at the home of her aunt
Portland, Maine. I he ena came peacefully. At her bedside waa a devoted
sister, father and aunt. To the very
end Miss Hall displayed that bravo,
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE cheerful and loving disposition so
characteristic while she lived in
IN THE BEGINNING!
Santa Fe, and which won her a host
of friends.
Miss Hall came to Santa Fe in tho
fall of 1909. as a clerk In the local
land office, for the purpose of regainher health. Last May she was
KAUNE
CO. ing
compelled to resign her position and
return to her "relatives in the east.
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Life," jAccident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

the end. Put your
buyingon this basis:
It is the thing that
pays in the end,
which pays you atall
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Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

prove economical in

In the Cold

B. TONNIES,

204
West Palace Avenue.
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A mass meeting for women will be
held at the court house in Santa Fe,
afternoon, February 20, 3
Thursday
...
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CoSt Al1 Standard Lines
Below Cost
SPOT CASH OZbTLTT
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NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

of

Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
Attempted in Santa Fe.

11-1- 2

Foster-Milbur-

D

Economical

-

j
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Sltbcrmck
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
Desk Unit with few or
many Boot Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made,
Roomy, convenient, attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilnies. CU,writeof pnont
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City Property, Farms
.

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety

Bonds

aHENRY KRICK&-DISTRIBUTOR OF

Of

All (Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

LAIGHLIN BUILDING,
New Mexican
Vvam aq. la tc
sees more people In one day than you
- NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE.
aa see in a monta. Try one.

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Pure Distilled
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from
Waler.
Mineral
Manilou
Sprinf
water. Agent for
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

n
THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
SANTA
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R. J. PALEN,

at the Santa Fa Postofflco
Published Dally
Tho Saata Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly
Tho New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Entered as Second Class Matter

SUBSCRIPTION

Weekly, per year

11.00

Weekly,

til

months

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
in 1870.

Organized

the teet of a bank's endurance and strength.
determlnee Its adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the firet Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its poilcy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenrime

ie

Growth
tions.

THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES
Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH

..11.25
fl.50

Illustrated Booklet
--- :--

t-

-

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries.
Coupons coltected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certiflcatea
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

Sent On Request
THE VALLEY RANCH

BO

REMARKS

"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:

Vice-Prcide- nt.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

RATES

16.0 OaHy Par Ouarttr, ky mill
2.bl Dally per quarter, by carrier

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

laMy, per yesr: by mall
Bally, six months, by mall

1913.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

President.

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight filddlngs
WHllara F. Brogan

13,
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Somehow we can't believe that
Icnes is real money.

$100

The latest reports from Mexico are
that the situation has been all shot to
pieces.

!

BUSINESS OFFICE 3 1 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 3 1 J
THE GALLEGOS BILL

If the bill of Mr. Gallegos for abolishing the mounted police, gets into
the arena, we would be glad to listen to the arguments tnat can ue onereu
in its favor.
Perhaps the main one wiU be the expense incurred in the maintenance
of this organization, but judging from the salaries bill that passed the house
on Tuesday, the expense proposition is of minor importance.
The body known as the mounted police is one of the most important
and valuable pieces of machinery known to our state governmental service.
Its members are minute men, always ready to tie cauea oui ior acuve ami
speedy service. They reach unprotected sections more quickly than any
other officials and their influence is more strongly felt.
They are the best protectors in the state today and our most efficient
police guardians.
It would be far more sensible and better legislation to abolish the
sheriffs in each county and enlarge the mounted police force.
It is an undeniable fact that many of the sheriffs of the state are influenced by party politics and directed by political manipulation. This is particularly true in New Mexico, and any man who will look at the question
from an unbiased viewpoint, knows h.
The members of the mounted police are free from this domination and
are not swayed by local conditions or local influences.
They have done splendid servlc in New Mexico, and the very existence of this body has been in the nature of a hindrance to crime.
The farther removed from politics our police powers are, the better
service we will get and the greater will be the protection offered the citizenship of the tstate.
As long as New Mexico is situiued as it is, with communities far removed from each other, and without railroad connection we need this additional police guard for the security oi the people of the state.
We can far better afford to pare down some of the other appropriations
than to eliminate the mounted police department, on account of expense or
on any other account.
The bil' of Mr. Gallegos will not meet with general approval, and if passed, will be one of the most unpopular measures of the present legislative
session.
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in a move-i:to represent Bernalillo county is gfintlemen
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reason why the state fair bill ment to a(jVance this splendid state
should not pass.
8nd help to make her great?
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sidered.
The state fair bill, which should be
either passed or defeated and out of
the way, still, taking up time.
I am only speaking from the standpoint of an onlooker, not as a professional in legislative matters, but only
seeing the show, and with other citizens wondering what the legislature is
here for.
It was supposed by the uninitiated
that the legislature was to meet to
transact some business for the good
of the state. Didn't you think so, you
Common Cllllr xirn
uw Ann'
uuu i. yieieuu iu
be on the inside of legislative
business
or Proceedings?
I did. I thought the
members really intended to give us
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told
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be that the superintendents of legislation have instructed them how to
proceed.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimatioo.
119 Don Caspar Avenue.
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In the first trial the witnesses had told the truth.
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sum for damages, and Oppenheim e:;'merated and reinstated.
We should dislike to question this spirit is in evidence and as nations
iio uvea nere at the time of Mrs.
But that is not enough. The company's officers who managed this county salary bill, but it doesn't hard-- are merely people in aggregate, any- - Maioney's disappearance, decided it
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vertebrae oi
the only viiiy to stop the new corporation menace which amounts to this should be paid four or five times that to touch off the fight spark.
the neck, which, he said, had been
I saw a couple of kids fighting on made
threat:
doing nothing, just because he hap-- !
ax.
an
by
"Keep hands off us, or we wilt ruin you, no matter how just your pened to be elected to a county of-- j the street yesterday. Of course it was
At the time
cause."
a harmless affair, and they could not riPnrflrl it xt'aa Mrs. Malonev
flee.
. v .
j.
U..Ut
injure each other, or they would have bI.en Murdered for h
a
Because it looks like it might be
W6re
LIMIT THE APPLICATION
reSr WaS nested on suspicion but
"ugh
t
to
to
d
send
necessary
Mexico,
troops
WaS dischard when no trace o
The following resolution passed at the last meeting of the State Hor- the senior
the
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
eta of th,
military officer at Galof
woman could be found, and the beliet
ticultural society is a step iu the right direction:
veston has been instructed to see they would have spilled a little gore !g,ew
wnm.n
the
that
I,.
"RESOLVED; That it is the opinion of this society that any appropria- what transport accommodations this or put a shadowed
eye on each other, the vicinity, as she had talked of
tion made by the state to any fair should be expended exclusively for pre- government can
from merchant At it was, nothing was visible but a doing.
lt!- miums for products of New Mexico, and that its use should be so limited in owners of vessels,get often
leads one bit of good exercise and the outlet of
it
the appropriation."
to ponder what would happen if this j a little temper that
might just as well
The fair is an institution established distinctly for the purpose or exMOULTON-ESP- E
should have a real war some be uncorked.
CONGRESSMAN
country
not
of.
should
be
lost
sight
hibiting home products and this object
in West Virginia.
It
besides
was
where,
same
the
however,
to
spirit,
draw the
GETS
Gradually fairs have grown to be more like circuses, just
that is abroad in our neighbor councrowd. This is all right if the. money expended for these extra attractions
GENERAL AGENTS,
SANTA FE, N. M
to
the
Helen
According
try,
beone
and
News, they
Mexico,
the
that is
conies from private subscription or from another source than public or legisD.
Washington,
13.
Feb.
a
a
to
Reprebefore
C,
negro porter
nralgned
ginning
ferment here.
lative appropriation.
of the peace there on a charge
Once in a while I hear some chap sentative Aiken, of New York, intro-d-ceIt is not just that the state should pay for attractions that only aid justice
the following in the house toof murder and he pleaded guilty. The say: "I hope this country will interlocally.and are beneficial only to tb town where the exhibition is being court then discovered
day:
not
vene."
that
he
had
want
to
see.
They
fight, you
held.
It is not especially a spirit of "That the secretary oi agriculture
The stimulation to grow better products and bring them inlo competition bad an opportunity to consult with a
A WONDERFUL
and
in
him.
lawyer
After patriotism, as no one has insulted our be authorized and directed to expend
by public exhibition is worthy, and has a tendency to increase interest
TFN nOII ADC ANNI1AI DBEHIHM BirsA iFt sHD SCOiatiiT
the growing of a higher grade of products. It is just what fairs are institu- consulting with an attorney, the negro nag. That would stir any man's fight- not exceeding $1000 on the purchase
COHBmtTltOM POLICY
ted for. The outBide attractions, athletic events and balloon ascensions are porter pleaded not guilty. That's all. ing blood. It seems to be just the of six
thoroughbred male
:
Read
of
is
fered
what
j glamour
state
buzzards
ninetv-nlne
at
turkey
for
of
war.
expense.
be
and
not
off
but
and
;o
side
as
a
the
thor.
paid
issue,
well enough
touching
9C2A AA Pnd 'or death fiom ordi
the
the scrap spark.
According to the Silver City Inde-c- f
oughbred humming birds, each to be
$ 250.00 fe'or death ,roB "
It is to be hoped that when an appropriation for any fair is made
nary accident
used
a
be
steam
shall
examined
To
the
fitter
and
lick Mexico would not be nnv
AA Vata for dismembermeec
money
AA Paid tor accidental loss
eftA
employed by
passed upon bv Dr. A.
Iflftft
stipulation will be in the appropriation bill, that
HVV.vv
or
loss
of
one baud, outs eye
ai
silil
me
inino topper company was very great feat and would not bring I1'- - Melvin, chief of the bureau of ani- lor accidental death,
"exclusively for premiums for products of New Mexico."
AAA AA
1 AAA AA Paid for accidental loss ot
2tVW.W
one hand, one foot or one
dismemberment or loss of
This will add to the interest in the fair and will bring to it a greater placed in jail because he had about a large amount of glory, but there i'.ai industry, as to soundness of limb
sight travel by accident
eye by travel accident.
number of exhibitors among the farmers, to whom the fair partially belongs 1000 pounds of brass fittings in his uuiu De death and mournine and and heart strength, in order that a
A A Weekly indemnity for total .
Weekly Indemnity for tota1
CI AAA disability
success.
a
of
house
much
and
test
could
would
not
not
be
it
be
how
accidental
sorrow
from travel accident
whose
may
made
as to the value of
explain
ability
Injuries
and without
that must come even
they great
For partial disability
o
,
No
Medical
Examination Required.
Indemnity.
tot there. Only a few years back with a little war, and one wonders if, their offspring, be they gnats or fleas,
weekly
CAPITAL CITY
trey never put a man in jail in Silver after all it is the right way to settle for agricultural purposes, and to reGENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL KOOM SI.BANKBLDG.
FAIR
except for horse stealing and difficulties and disagreements Wo port to congress whether the experi
City
on
genthe
of
the
Albuquerque
City
The New Mexican congratulates
The nurder. But the march of civilization wonder if the time has not come when ment is more valuable to the Amerierous appropriation for the State Fair by the House this morning.
Is with us, no doubt of it
kiiiing people and burning cities can farmer than the one now going
exown
their
the
at
Fair
been maintaining
on
snould be regarded as
people of Albuquerque have
due
barbaric, and of in mis bureau, where thousands
state appropriation is only their just
Mr. Speaker, if the amendment is neionging to a
dollars have been expended
pense for so many years that the
In
past
age.
it the logical location for
VVOODY'S
now in order, I move you sir, that in
Moreover, the accessibility of Albuquerque makes
Anu yet, if the United States does '
zeDras in Alfrica and trans- OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
state-wid- e
enterprise.
such a
addition to the county salaries bill, Intervene we will all
tne sale to the District of Co- j PortinS
the
his
get
lor
and
effopts
Gurule
Mr.
to
unceasing
spirit
intelligent
Ill credit is due
v Prom---- '
that all surplus funds found in any and cheer the thing on
lnmbia, where they are joined in wed- La Salle
which were crowned with success today. Mr. Gurule's unwavering loyalty county or in the state treasury at the
to Misfouri mules, the offspring
I sometimes wonder
BARRANCA
TAOS
we!lc.ck
man
a
of
all
just why
parties alike; only
to his principles has won him the respect
oi which seem to be a cross between
cud of each fiscal year, be turned over were given this desire to
CH AS. ANN, Prop.
a
this
his
to
Meets
result
constituents
Both
North
fight,
result,
accomplished
South
have
could
calibre
his
of
a North
to the county officials and the district thrash somebody. It is not the
spirit AustralianDakota jackrabbit and an
Telephone II.
so richly deserve.
Bounds
of
be
divided
and
rata
defense, but attack and it is in
kangaroo."
attorney
pro
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F, Andrews Store.
among them. The purpose of this everything.
Sometimes it is admirThe absence of those "Prominent New Mexicans," pictured in Vol.was1, amendment, Mr.
25
the
cents.
north bound train and arrives at
is
able;
to
Means,
Regular
will
It
and
not
pre
sometimes,
Speaker,
Bursum,
despicable.
Spiess, Springer
pay you to waste, yo- -'
T'eterson's compilation of
time writing out your legal forms
Taos at 7 p. m.
Their vent any possibility of the tax payer
Booms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
noticeable at last night's meeting, called to help boost New Mexico. noticebreaking even.
JUST LOOKING ON.
when you can get them
was unusual, but it was just
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
absence was not noticeable because it
So far, what has been done In the ed at the New Mexican already printcoo
way. Good covered hacks and good
able.
Printing
BY
5.00
THE
month
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
BOARD
WEEK
in which the legislature has pany.
o
teams. Fare 9&00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order, 20c a 1iV
Milwaukee' threatens to regulate by law the length of hat pins. That Mexican, the paper that boosts all been in session, and what benefit has
furnished commercial men to take In
the time and works for the upbuild- the state gained?
New York Chop
Juet Try a New Mexican Want Ad
won't do any good. The only way to get long hat "ins out of the way is to
aurrottiidlnt town, Wire Cmbodr
4
M'hat
new
of
our
law
'
State.
has passed, or even been it you rtmt anlck return.
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.
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American Plan, $2. 50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.
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en suite with
without private bath.
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steam heat, electric lights.
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and had been given credit for that
z
number.
Bagwell, however, said he had sent
in three hogs and wanted credit for
that many. An argument was start-eo opals taken from the mines between
HE HIKED IT.
and words passed that were not
Antonio
Manzauarez, mail carrier Hurley and Bayard which are owned of a religious style, it is declared,
"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora Guffey, of Broken
from Jaroso, Colo., to Questa, ha-- h by Mr. Holt end his associates, Maj- finally words wouldn't sullice fur
Arrow,
Okla., to use my letter in any way you want to,
was
long walk last Friday. Hehad entered or James R. Waddill, .lohhn S. Waddill ther and mumial
strength
his buggy at the Virsylvia postofflce and Charles B. Spence and A. B. Da- brought into play. After a couple of
if it will induce some suffering woman to try Carc'tii. I had
when his team gave a jump, threw vis. There are eight claims extendrounds the men were parted and
Three phypains all over, and suffered with an abscess.
him out in the road and then ran on ing about a mile in length, and the the argument was then taken to
failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
sicians
50
to
from
feet
25
streak
started pay
Antonio
ranges
Costilla.
towards
court. Action was brought against
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
after them. Mrs. Woodman phoned in width. Three shafts have been Bagwell for assault and buttery. Bagto Costilla and a team was summoned sunk mid iht nrnsnopfft nr Annnin-iiG-well paid a fine and was released.
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
Reports from Lagwell then swore out complaint
and came part of the way to meet the ing in the extreme.
different kinds, what other treatments I tried, helped me
Antonio walked ten miles some of the leading jewelers in the against Walter Hayward.
runaway.
This case
for
a few days only."
to
of
be
the
opals
before he found the captured team. country pronounce
was heard by Police Judge Murray
No damage was done. Taos
Valley excellent quality, and when the stones. late this afternoon.
withHayward
.111 nnil nrHalm4
nra
VUfc
n 11 Vin HUr drew his
(IU1IOUVU
News.
plea of not guilty to a
The
difficulty in marketing them.
of assault and battery.
He
owners of these claims are to be charge
SHOULD BE LABELED.
was given a fine, which he paid. Las
on
such
splenhaving
Two of our local nimrods Messers. congratulated
Vegas Optic.
did prospects Deming Headlight.
AUTO ACCIDENT.
Frown and Clifford went out after
ALL
IT'S
OVER.
At the point of
('licks Wednesday.
Traveling at a hlirh rnto of smwl
Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before takThe actual proceedings of thefIora Roswell to catch a train on the
the mesa they discovered a flock of
of yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
coun-care
in
courts
over
the
to
the
distin
cut-ofable
not
f
but
ing
litigation
ducks,
Pelen
being
late Saturday, a party
guish them from the domestic variety ty seat matter is now a matter of his- - 0f three Albuaueraue nutoniobilists
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
about ten
tey passed them up. After tramp- tcry and a thing of the past. The met with a serious accident
worse to follow, unless given quick treatment.
north of the Half-waing around all day they succeeded in state supreme court this week receiv-jr.iile- s
house,
You would always keep Cardui handy, if you knew
am
getting one lone bunny. Learning ed the mandates from the United nud two of the n.n-tStates
what
court
the
duck
wild
in the local hospital and a third is
supreme
that they
quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
liter that it was
containing
had passed up. The boys are ser- decision in the case and issued judg- slightly injured. Those seriously inand disease of the womanly system makes life seem hard
their former judg- jured are A. W. Goodrich and R.
iously thinking of petitioning the leg- ment
to bear. Cardui has helped over a million women. Trv it.
islature to enact a law compelling all ment. Judge John Y. Hewitt for the Quickie, the third member of the
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga, Medicine Co.. Chattanooea. Tenn..
varieties of wild game to carry a label hoard of county commissioners was party being F. L. Schnabel.
for Spttlal Inttnutiont, and
book, "Home Treatment lor Women," sent free. 51
The three men spent several days
stating this fact so that respectable present to file the papers necessary
and law abiding citizens will not be and then proceeded to the district Inst week in Roswell and other
points on business, starting for
compelled to come home from hunting court and Judge Abbott issued an ortrips without any game. San Marcial der formally dissolving the injunc- their home at Albuquerque Saturday
tion which had been in force for some morning via Vaughn.
Standard.
When about
Y
time. This was the last piece of red ten miles above the half-wahouse,
tRpe in the process of clearing up the they encountered a stretch of road
STORE ROBBED.
situation for the completion of build- much worse than that over which thev
Robbers on - Sunday
night broke
had passed, and as their time was
1'ito the store at Pendleton and rifled ings.
Now
as
soon
as
getting very short to make the train
have
the
Enappraisers
80.
the cash drawer of about
New York, Feb. 13. Dr. Carl L. Als-- , (oor products over which il has juris-bergtrance was secured by breaking the finished their work ascertaining the connection, they tried to increase their
chief of the bureau of chemistry 'diction is concerned, have been at
and
car
skidded
the
into
a
bad
to
done
speed
the
county buildings
fastenings on a rear door. The cash damages
of
the
department of agriculture, in (tended with considerable success,
was in the form of a 2U gold certifi- and the county has adjusted their hole, completely turning turtle, and
his first public utterance since he was this has been true to a less degree
cne
was
wheel
broken.
contract
the
with
contractor,
owing
balance
cate, three $10 bills and the
to succeed Dr.
Uarvey v ith drugs and medicines. The fault
When the car alighted Quickie was appointed
silver. On Saturday night there was to the delay, the buildings will pro-c- i
members of the asso-- has been in part with unforseen loo lthe
tald
Wiley,
ed.
pinioned underneath it, and Goodrich
left at the store, which is owned by
igation of manufacturers of medical boles in the law. 1 do not wish to
at ' r n
The county board meets on March fiaH a c!i,ii1,1ai A iolistnt
Miller Bros., $250 with which to pay
. .
,! products here last night that he in- imply that nothing has been accom,
,
o
the men working in the coal mines Srd to consider the matters named
0 enforce ,e pl're 'ood laws . iished. On the contrary, as you are
,
nearby. It was probably this money and the work on the buildings will was the least hurt of any of the men,lfended
are, through the great powers
89 8trictly
" "8ked
ten
were
miles
out, they
the robbers were after, which leads undoubtedly be resumed early in r.nd, being
over Imports vested in the secretary
to
turers
an-to
med,cJne
unable
make any use of their
Sheriff Dufur to conclude that "home March. Carrizozo Outlook.
'
' '
to. They decided to leave Schnabel
T ,
7
A HOG THE CAUSE.
talent" did the job. No tracks of
in
Goodof
and
that
Quickie
charge
any kind were found leading away
Late yesterday
o
Walter
the
all
crude
fllt
evening
country
drugs
"The eyes of the people," said Dr.
from the store building. A fall of Hayward and E. M. Bagwell, both rich should walk back to the half-waan inferior ,lual"'tf
dethe
on
centered
"have
house
for
Alsberg,
help.
now in the night would have reveal- v.ell known in the city, had a little
"It is far different with the domes
It was then late in the afternoon, rartment's struggle for pure foods.
ed tracks- but as none were' found the
nostrums. liecause
the domestic
ntic
of
the
has,
The
work
and
startdepartment
Goodrich
but
growing
dark,
is
sheriff
working on a clue that he Bagwell, it is said, owed the Graaf
successknows how to advertise
manufacturer
been
will
ed
out.
think
admit,
hours
For
and
he
you
hours
believes will reveal the guilty ones. And Hayward firm a bill and some
our so existing federal law can adequately
The postofflce funds. were not molest- time ago sent in some hogs as a set- tiamped through the mud and snow, ful in improving the quality of
and evidently became lost, for he was foods and preventing grave forms of riotect the people. The Sherley act
er. Aztec Index.
tlement.
Yesterday Bagwell came rut all night, and when found he was fiaud and adulteration. We realize will, we hope, enable us to compel the
into the Graaf and Hayward butcher
only about three miles from the fully that much remains to be done, removal of all false and fraudulent
Y. E. Holt was exhibiting around shop and was informed, so the story scene
of the accident.
lut public confidence has been won; matter from the package.
town Tuesday a number of samples goes, that he had sent in two hogs
Meantime, early Sunday
morning, and precedents have been created. No
"Gloomy as the outlook seems, there
rrank Billings came alone from his backward step will be taken. I her fa yet a ray of hope. It is the attiin the enforcement tude of a small but powerful portion
fiieep ranch and picked up the other will be no let-utwo. Goodrich was mucii the worse of the pure food and drug act."
of the press itself, which has voluneff for the exposure
and all were
Just prior to this statement, Dr. tarily scoured its advertising columns
more or less weak from loss of food
'Alsberg asked that the patent modi- till they contain only clean and honand sleep.
Mr. Hillings arrived in cine manufacturers combine wit'
est matter.
the city with the three about 5 o'clock lureau to
Even if we succeed in protecting
bring about government
Sunday afternoon, taking the two control of the Bale, and regulation in the
people from quack medicines, a
worst hurt to the hospital where it the
of ail patent medicines Freat task remains This is to protect
handling,
is said this afternoon they are both
He also asked that them from
and narcotics,
drugs, such
l
resting nicely and will recover.We all are
these same manufacturers, begin thejas opium and cocaine.
Record.
agitation for uniform legislation in alj agreed that something must be done
states with the same object in view, to control their sale and distribution.
.
SPRAYING WAS
"While the effect of the depart- The only differences of opinion con-Dr. ecm the best means of accomplish
ment of agriculture," continued
A LIVE
Aisberg, 'insofar as the control of the ing this end."
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7:30 p. m.
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TOPIC

A most interesting meeting of the
r
State Horticultural society, at the

TWO NEW SENATORS.
company's office was held. The
secretary, Mr. Oakley, stated that he
had to leave on a business trip to
ork, and Mr. C. J. Neis by request,
ccted as secretary pro tem.
Hon. W. II. Chrisman, chairman on
the committee on spraying, gave an
interesting account of the legislation
looking to compulsory spraying, and
of the measures now before the legis- lature. A long and interesting dis1 CT.
I
cussion ensued which included the
i
methods of spraying for the leaf roller, etc., as well as the codlin moth,
in connection with the bill in the interest of bee keepers,
prohibiting
spraying until nearly all flowers have
fallen. Mr. Williams, Mr. Bacon and
Mr. Owen and others gave interesting
experiences on this subject.
As the law of 1912 was not approved
ill June 10, and became effective 90
days later, after the spraying season,
and appears to be carefully consider
CHARLES THOMAS, newly elected
ed, the society voted in opposition to
JAMES H. BRADY, a Republican,
any change or amendment at the pres senator from Colorado, is a Georgian has been elected by the Idaho legislaent time.
by birth, a graduate of the University ture to fill out the unexpired term of
The committee on the horticultural of Michigan and a lawyer. He served the late Senator Heyburn.
He was
fair was increased by adding thereto cue term as governor of Colorado, and governor of Idaho from 1909 to 1911.
benator Pankey, Mr. Toulouse and v,as elected to fill the unexpired term
Mr. Neis. The question of asking leg cf the late Charles J. Hughes. He is
F. E. Walling, a farmer living near
islative aid for the fair was left to .1 democrat.
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends
the fair committee, but this brought
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
From 19 to 38 degrees was the says:
p the general question of state aid
"I have been advised by my
nud a prolonged discussion resulted range in temperature here yesterday im.ly doctor to use Foley Honey and
the
unanimous passage of the reso- and the humidity was 80 per cent. Tar Compound for my children wen
iu
While yesterday was generally clear there was a cough medicine needed.
lution, which we printed yesterday.
The plan of having lectures by rep- and pleasant it was slightly colder It always gives the best of satisfaction
resentatives of the Agricultural Col- than usual. At 6 a. m., today the
10
'herS
lege In connection with the fair was mercury was 20 degrees.
favorably considered. President Prince
stated that he had seen Dr. Garrison
cf the Agricultural College who had
promised the hearty
of
FALLING
that institution. After the election of FOB DANDRUFF,
a number of new members and a general discussion of horticultural topics
-ITCHY
the society adjourned to Monday,
DANDRUFF
24th, unless sooner convened.
AVa-te-

Accusing Fingers
Point to Coffee
Last year the Government Health Office, by authority
of the District of Columbia, issued an appeal to parents,
asking them not to allow their children to drink coffee or
tea.
They noticed that the children who drank coffee were
nervous and didn't get along in their studies, and were not
""""

healthy looking

And those who did not drink coffee or tea, were, as a
rule, strong and vigorous and got along well in their

studies.

,

It isn't to much what Doctors,
Government, Nurses or the
School Terchers of the country
are saying about coffee, as

m

coffee drinker who Is afflicted with nervousness,
or biliousness
sleeplessness, heart Irritation, indigestion
(and most of them are) should consider that
Every

Santa Fe Lodge
lection No. 1, 14th
and
gree. Ancient
Scottish Rite
Free Masonry meets

A cup of coffee contains about
2J4 grains of caffeine a poiHence the various
son.
troubles from coffee drinking-

-

cleaned, adjuster) and repaired. New
Ac-- j
platens furnished. Ribbons and
of plies.
Typewriters sold, exchcanged
on 'and rented.
Standard makes handled
the third Monday of eur-month at All repair work and typewriters guar-7:3New
in
o'clock
the evening in the
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
Rite change, Phone 231 W.
Scottish
Visiting
'
Masons are cordially invited to attend. ,
C1IAS

INSTANT POSTUM
taking the place of coffee in thousands of homes where
health is valued..
This new food-drumade of prime Northern Wheat
and the juice of Southern Sugar Cane, tastes much like
e
Java but fe absolutely pure and free from caff
la

high-grad-

eine.

Requires No Boiling
Place a spoonful of the powder In a cup, pour on boiling water, stir and ado. sugarand cream to taste; and Instantly you have a delightful drink of charming flavor.
Grocers sell Instant Postum 45 to
Tin 30c; 90
Tin 50c.
to
p

100-cu- p

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM

S-

ENQUIRER ASKFOR REASON
.
To the Editor:
I notice that in Mr.
Burg's bill to!

create a state
the bill
on the
appears

also in
Garcia
lowing
"Sec.

fair commission and

of Messrs. Gurule and
same subject, the folas section twelve:

12. No commissioner .shall
either directly or indirectly by financially interested in any contract made
ly the commission, and any such con-tiain which a commissioner shall
tf interested either directly of indirectly, shall be void. Any violation of
the provisions of this act, shall be
punishable by imprisonment in the
state prison for one year."
Why would it not be well to put a
similar section in the laws relating to
ihe state board of education?

ENQUIRER.

SCALP

d

j

JAMES A. MASSIF. 32,
Venerable Master.
A. WHEEI.ON, Secy.

Rooms, Houses & Ranches
What Have You to Rent?

List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
Santa Fe LodgeN'o V,, Laughlin Block.
Rooms and houses furnished or unP. O. E.
4C0, B.
A select list
on
holds its regular furnished.
always
cession on the sec- hand.
ond
fourth
and
Wednesday cf each Saves You Time and Money.
V i i t ing
month.

P. O. E.

B

brothers are

invit-

PROFESSIONAL

ed and welcome.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P M. A. LIE.VAU,
Secretary.

ff

13514,

M.

CARDS

t

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney,
TlPamp' Capital City Bank. Building,
a.
RoolUB
'

mg

j

meets second Tues-ganta
'
day each month, social meeting third
HARRY D. MOULTON,
at Fire- Tuesday
Attorney-at-Law- .
man's Hall. Visit-Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ing neighbors welcome.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
A. G. WHITTIEIt, Consul.
Land Claims and Contests a Spcialtj
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
-

F- -

. Chat. R. Eaeley,
Eas'ey.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
'
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Santa Fe Lodge
in the Courts and before;
Practice
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock Land Department..
Laud grants and titles examined,
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothSanta Fe, N. M., branch Office, Est-cierg always welcome.

ODD FELLOWS, jChaNo. 2, I. O. O. F.

--

a,

N. M.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
M. J. MeGUINNESS
Lodge No. 25i, holds its regular
Attorney-at-Law- .
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Hank Building, Santa 0, N. M.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfcr.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES. Secretary.
TISE?
(
k
Te y0up 8t0.y ,0
F. W. FARMER,
j
2,000,000
Readers or
No.
Homestead
Twelve Dollars.
2879, Br 0 1 h e r-- v"e will place your
advertise
hood of Amerl-- , ment j 25 jea(i,ng
Bun- newspapers"
can Yoemen.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeMeets first
scriptive circular FREE.
of the THE PROBERT
ADVERTISING
month at the
AGENCY,
Firemen's Hall.
'
Taos, New Mexico.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Phone Red 6.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., FebOffice Hour! g a. m. to 5 p
ruary 1, 1913.
And by Appointment.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Gurule, of La Jara, N. M., who, on
June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry
No. 013C18, for SW
Section 16,
Townish 22 n., Range 1 w., n. m. p. Office 202 Water St., Hours, I to 3 P. M
Meridian, nas tiled notice of lnten-- ,
I
220 W
ticn to make five year proof, to es
Phones j Office,
9 J
Residence,
tablish claim to the land above described, before Charles W. Holman, x
Ray Work. Portable Coils to be
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., oa March

DR.

used

15, 1913.

J.

M. DIAZ,

at patient's home.

names
Claimant
as witnesses:
Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran,
C. C. GUNTER, M. D.
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.: J.
Physician and Surgeon.
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
Rooms
Laughlin Bldg. Galls
MANUEL R. OTERO,
attended promptly day or night.
Register.
9 to 11 a. m., 2 to 4
Offlce Hours:
j

'

18-1-

j

N0TICE FOR PUBLICATION
Dfipartment o( lha Interior.
v g Land offlce
g
'
Jan ' 1Q '
,
NotIce

hpreb

f

nan(o GonzaIeg

Bp

p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.

Albino Baca, of Galisteo, N. M.; Nestor Gallegos, of Santa
Fe, N. M.;
Manuel Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

'
'

y

N
jj
on Dec. 28, 1905. made Horn
stead Entry No, 07110, for NW
Section 22, Township 14 N., Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- tice of Intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above
described, before Register
and Receiver. IT. S. Land Office, at
ofiuia re,
ai., on tpd. i.i, iyi-jClaimant names as witnesses:
Encarnacion Gonzales,
Antonio
Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
Barela, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

FOto,

Hi

Feb-tuar- y

TYPEWRITERS

j

de--i

Fri-da-

I.!

t Lr!TTe"?

cago, ill.

of Pe"

j

1

How Does Cof feeTreat You?

Regular

Recorder.

GRIFFIN,

-

-

T.

conclave fourth Mon- ..SALESMAN to sell new education
day in each month at specialty to school boards. Exclusive
Masonic Hall at 7:30 territory. No competition.
Liberal
p. m.
proposition. Union School Furnishing
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. Company, 1034 W. Van llure.n St., Chi-

-

;

1, K.

street.

Call 223 Hicko.x

It Kt.imis to reason that what will
cure muni prevent. Don't you owe
your constitution a little consideration
before it is too late? If so, try two
weeks ut the famous Ojo Caliente Hot
Springs, New Mexico.

Santa Fe Commandery

1

-

$00.

Secretary.

j

.

FOR SALE Second baud buggy,
used only a short time, rubber tires,
iiutonioble seat. Cost $125, will tal.,4

No

1. R. A. M.

,

,

& A. M.
communl-- i

'

y

NEWSPAPER JklA SOLVE THE
QUA 6K ME DW IN E PR OBLEM

;

j

1

val-Jc- y

Lodge

FOR RUNT- three or six room
cation first Mnndnv house furnished or unfurnished. Ad- of each month at ply to I) S. Lowitzkl.
Masonic Hail
at
7:30.
FOR RENT A nicely furnished
H. R. PAI L, W. M
room, near C.'npitol, gentleman pivfer-!n(l- .
E. LINNEV, Secretary.
Address 222 Galisteo Street.

Regular

-

The
Woman's Tonic

j

Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

Register.
NOTICE

'

..

25 CENT

j

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 28, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Filo- mena Pino de Alarld heir of Jo99

de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 26, 1910. made Home- stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
N
NW
Section
NW
SW
Save your Hair! "Danderine" Destroys Dandruff and
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, hns filed notice of lnten- Stops Falling hair onc -- Grows Hair, We Prove It.
tion to make five year proof, to es- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tablish claim to the land above d- If you care for heavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die; then the
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
Department of the Interior, U. S. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
glistens with beauty and is radiant hair fjilla nut fnat
Fe N- M- - Jn the "th day of March. 1913.
JH
If
hair
has been neglected and
with life; has an incomparable softyour
,
... .. ia
i..
Claimant names as witnesses:
j scraggy or loo x.
ness and is fluffy and lustrous you ia imu, laueo, ury,
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Leyla,
elvKf hat Juan
oily, don't hesitate, but get a 25 cent
is,hrerfbf
must use Danderine, because nothing bottle of
N. M., Antonio Vlllanueva,
Agustin
Knowlton's Danderine at any
,L ion?0'
i Wh; S Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. M.
else accomplishes so much for the
MANUEL R. OTERO.
hair.
as directed and ten minutes af
NW
SW
SecNE
Register.
Just one application of Knowlton's ter you will say this was the best in- NE
tion 9, Township 10 N., Range 12 E.,
Danderine will double the beauty of vestment you ever made.
N. m. P.
has filed notice' W. S. Skelton. a merchant at Stan
We sincerely believe, regardless of of intentionMeridian,
your hair, besides it immediately disto make Five Year
he would not take
solves every particle of dandruff; you everything else advertised that if you to establish claim to the land proof, ley, Indiana, says
above $100.00 for the relief a single box of
cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair described, before
Register and Re- - Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
if you have dandruff. This destructive and lots of it no dandruff no itch- ceiver TJ. S. Land Office,
at Santa Fe, a revere attack of kidney trouble with
scurf robs the hair of its lustre, its ing scalp and no more falling hair
N. M., on the 21st day of February,
sharp pains through my back and
"13- strength and its very life, and if not you must use Knowlton's Danderine.
could hardly straighten up. A single
overcome it produces a feverisbness It eventually why not now? A 25
Claimant names as witnesses:
ilox of Foley Kidney Pills entirely re- cent
of
the scalp; the hair
bottle will truly amaze you
and itching
I Teodoro Tapia, of Galisteo, N. M.; dieved me." For sale by all druggists.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
'I DON'T HAVE TO ACCEPT ANY-

FLOWERS

THING," SAYS SENATOR PAGE.

VALENTINES

Violets, Tulips, Roses, Carnations,
Daffodils, at the

THE CLARENDON

(Continued

BURG OPPOSES

STATE FAIR BILL.jdi.y,

met this afternoon in the office
adjutant general. The commit-(Continued from page one).
tee from the senate was announced
yesterday. Speaker llaca this morndefinitely No. SS, the Roswell bill, ing announced the house members of
,ote, Mullens moved to table
ol- the committee.
He stated that he
Burg without gaining the
Iit.d selected a representative of each
of the speaker, moved that No.
and named the following:
his bill be tabled. Both motions canity,
Marcos C. de liaca, I!. h. noulware, J.
cirried.
U. Campbell, C. C. matron. James W.
The house took up the two bills re-- ( iUV( s, YV. II.
Juan J.
Chrisman,
fening to appropriations for the San C'h.ncy, Thomas R Cooney, Manuel
l
San
Francisco
and
expositions Ccrdova. Charles 1'. Down, J. T.
'tgo

from page one).

e

F. ANDREWS

dis-p'u-

THE

BEST OF EVERYTHING

TO

EAT

Phone No.1

ti
i

Min
im

WA
i

fflfl

it

d

be-th-

i

1

II

II

Consider all that is
meant by
these words

'

ine of D M. C. EMB. FLOSS in
colors. Also full line of PRINCESS
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
colors for use In working trie new
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS,
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
etc., which are the late designs just
received.

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
inquiry into Judge Hanford's conduct
of his office was ordered, resulting in
his resignation while the inquiry still
was in progress.

MICHAEL GORMAN, JR.

Signed,

A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican
Try one.

S.C.Buff Orpingtons
EGGS FOR HATCHING

$2.00.3 EGGS
EGGS

FRESH

forFrvrrlnhnriia,
Headache.
Constipation
Ntomnih Trouble,
Teething
.Worms. The, Break up Cold.
T'.J
In M hour. At all Druimita,
TradsMfirt
Stctt.

Don I accspi
ny substitute.

undersigned will not be responsible for any indebtedness incurred by my wife, Clara Montoya.
I, the

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I.

MOTHER GRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
ACertttaRelief

fifty-fou-

FOR

TABLE.

THE

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone 204 J.

Bum pie inailtd r KKK. Address,
A. S. OLMSTED, LS Roy. N.Y.

315

Palace Ave.

THE
JEWELER

S. SPITZ,

1

j

j

NOTICE!
l
Feb. 13. A
San Francisco,
for Leonard Olsson, of Seattle,
by former
deprived of citizenship
Judge Cornelius Hanford, was ordered here today by the United States
circuit court of appeals, in conformity
with a stipulation previously signed
by counsel for Olsson and the government. The case was remanded to
the United States district court and
will be tried in Seattle. Olsson's citiby
zenship papers were cancelled
Judge Hanford on the ground that he
had obtained them through fraud
when he swore he was attached to
the constitution of the United States
whereas in point of fact, as a Social
1st, he held opposite views.
The Socialist part took up the case
at Washington, and a congressional
new-tria-

1

Recognized Leader,

w

A NEW TRIAL

1 (111

ANDREWS pll0neNlU

Among
Typewriters

SOCIALIST

HIS

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.

JUST RECEIVED!

I

permit cities and towns to
vote "dry" if rliey so desired.
Senator McCoy opposed the elimination by Sir. Holt by amendment of
what, probably was the most important clause in the bill. II whs section
of
No. 5 which prohibited the sale
liquor in any unincorporated town or
It
village of less than 300 persons.
this, morning and following consider-I't.lwas the small saloon in the "crows
discussion, decided by rather a
roads village, that the local option aetisive vote that they preferred to
esbeenforces
have
and prohibition
exhibit at San Diego to the extent ot
pecially trying to wipe out becunsu it ?',iRiu und do nothing whatever at
is there that most of the crime und San
Francisco, rather than make an
Mr. Holt
excesses are committed.
inadequate showing at both places.
anthat
section
by
changed
inserting
The first bill considered was No.
other section merely prohibiting the S).i,
by R. L. Baca, to provide for a
two
miles
of
the
sale of liquor within
at the San Diego exposition.
city limits of any city or town voting The bill as originally introduced pro- WALSH MAY TELL
"dry." The amendment was adopted, vided for an
appropriation of $30,000.
ALL ON
State Senator Page again took the This was amended
in the committee to
floor during the discussion
of this $50,000, and the committee
DEATH BED
amendbill. He asserted that the two year ment was
the house. Mr,
adopted
by
amendment offered by Mabry was a
New York, Feb. 13. The extraordTully tried to amend making the apgood thing but he said there never propriation $100,000 for San
Diego,
inary
grand jury investigating police
be
to
would
the liquor but it was lost.
any solution
Rogers moved to graft, visited the home of Police
business until the congress of the ninfinH In vtinA
' f(( '
Captain Thomas V. Walsh today to
:
United States shall enact a law pro-. derstandlng that nothing
be appro- - hear what may be a death-be......
,
,
.,
,
confes.
o
"
r.vlotoil l.,.f
sion. Since his revelations Beveral
,
.,
liquor.
'ft'oru iu nit; aiuuuuL ui ins amend-J days ago gave fresh impetus to the
"I probably know more about this ment, rather than to the
cutting out investigation, Walsh has failed rapidliquor question than any member of altogether of San Francisco. He with- ly, until his physician today said his
this senate and as much about it as drew his motion.
end might be momentarily expected.
any resident of this state," said Sen
Yountr then moved that (he amount The Importance of the repentant poator Page.
I know for the reason
' lice caPtain's evidence
is
that for many years I was' engaged appropriated for San Diego be placed by t,le statement that his emphasized
food is
at
with
the
$75,000,
understanding
in the wholesale and retail liquor busthe bill for an appropriation for ing watched to Prevent his enemies
iness.
know it from practical exSan Francisco would he withdrawn. lIonl Phoning mm. ine grand Jur
perience. There Is no good in it. But
ors
expect Walsh to carry his
the only real solution is to prohibit and this motion carried. Mr. Hilton storytoday
further and enable them to
succeeded
in
the
amendbill
getting
the making of the stuff. So long as
trace the graft system to its source.
you make your state or city govern- ed reducing the exposition commis H was reported that the
jury is prement a party to the saloon, just so sioners from New Mexico from live to paring to indict an
police
important
tnree,
the
and
bill
then
2b
will
passed
have
trouble. Any time
you
long
official who is the last connecting
to
17.
that you take away a license to sell
link between the head of the system
Bills were introduced as follows:
liquor, you wipe out the saloon busiand the men who worked tinde" him.
I!.
H.
163
,
No.
Lovato and Quint-ananess. It would die out for want of
to provide for the appointment
business.
It couldn't exist without
the government nnhelri It. I Imnw c' town marshals in Incorporated RAILROADS AND
whereof I snpalr t hnvu Iwnn in tVio towns.
FIREMEN STILL
business."
H. B. No. 104 Campbell,
Llewellyn
Mr. Barth also addressed the sen- - md Moreno, to sell the Improvements
DISAGREE
ate.
le said that the people who cl! the Quay county experiment stawere opposing; the liquor business tion, and with that money purchase a
r
New York, Feb. 13. The
couldn't agree on what they wanted, tite for an experiment farm to be eastern railroads and their 34,000 fireHe said he had then on his desk three leased to the federal government.
men who demand higher wages and
No. 1U4 Toombs, to amend the law better
different letters from three different
working conditions, were no
persons ,all opposed to the liquor relating to the publication of
s
nearer an agreement
this afterand all offering a different ruent tax lists so as to require their noon. Judge Martin A. Knapp, cf the
method of dealing with it.
publication commencing
durinc the United States commerce cout had a
The vote stood as follows on the first week of January.
conference with the firemen's reprepassage of the bill:
No. 1UG if. C. de Baca,
apnronriat sentatives throughout the forenoon
Ayes: Abeytia, Alldredge,
Barth, ing $1500 for a bridge across the Itio without result.
Bowman, Crampton,
Doepp, Evans, I'uerco, near Casa Salazar.
"No progress has been made "
Hinkle, Walton, Holt, llfeld, Laugh-ren- ,
"It is an extremely stubborn situaNo. 107 M,
Baca,
C,jl&
appropriatand Navarro.
ing $30,000 for a bridge across the tion, but I would not say hopeless."
President Carter of the Brotherhood
Nays:
Burns, Clark, Gallegos, Rio Grande, near Pena Blanca.
No. 168Montoya, providing-fo- r
Hartt, McCoy, Mabry, Miera, ' Page,
a of Locomotive Firemen and Engine
Pankey, Sulzer, and Romero.
'.liuBe across me ido
near men denied this afternoon that he had
decided to issue the strike call FriThe bill now goes to the house Ouesta, Taos county. Colorado,
where another similar local option
day night. He would not say when,
No. JG9 Carter,
defininig, seduc- if at all, this last move would be
measure is pending.
tion, and providing penalties.'
made.
No. 170 Martinez, to amend SecAPPOINT A
tion 11 of the game warden act.
RACING COMMISSION.
No. 171 M. E. Baca and Padilla, to BAD NEWS HURTS
provide for the construction of counWALL
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 13. A bill ty bridges.
was introduced in the house today
N. 172 M. E. Baca, to amend Secproviding for the appointment of a tion 411 of the laws of 1907.
New York, Feb. 13. The selling
racing commission to have charge of
No. 173 R. L, Baca, to limit the movement of the earlier days of the
all fairs and racing.
The bill pro- hcurs of employment for women
and week gathered increased momentum
hibits
or the recording children.
in Wall Street during the morning and
of bets.
The legislative reception commit- prices were borne down abruptly.
A clause in the bill, it is said, oer- - tee to
Speculators were confronted with
arrange for the entertainment
"
mits the
news and
system of of
Thomas R. Mar- - a budget of unfavorable
betting.
shall while he 1b in the city next Mon- - sentiment was correspondingly
reeog-I'Uiu-

i

for stocks in the latter part of the
was extensive
day, short covering
enough to keep the market more sta
ble. Union Pacific and Steel ruled a
point BDove meir lowest. Analysis of
the day's movement showed a larger
proportion of material losses in the
inactive stocks than ordinarily occurs.
The market closed steady. Another outbreak of selling in Canadian
Pacific, which increased its loss to
over four points, was disregarded by
the general list which made further
I'vans, Rafael Garcia, Tomas Ourule, progress upwards.
V. H. H. Llewelloyn, Jose Lobato,
Southern Pacific was sluggish and
llemlngio Lopez, Florence Love, M. did not recover appreciably.
Union
r. Manzanares, P. Moreno, W. W. Pacific was on the forefront of the
Nichols, Z. radllla, W, E. Rogers, rally, aB were Reading and Steel.
Mas Sanchez, J. R. Skidmore, O. T.
Toombs, Julian Trujillo,
James V.
GETS
'I
ully, John A. Young and the speaker.
df the

It would

GARDEN

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1913.

delin-busines-

headquarters for

j

"

Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
which produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
It means more than this. It means everything associated
with the word FIRST.

The Remington Typewriter

is first in history, first in
prestige, first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
in size and completeness of organization, first in distribution, and first in service to the customer.
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
applies only to the

j

FIRE IN CHEYENNE.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 13. Fire, due
to a discarded match, caused a $5000
l',ss and fatally burned one man at
noon today in the exhibit race of the
exhibition
prepared by local manufacturers.

LEWIS KILLED TWO;
IS A FREE MAN TODAY.
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 13. Hubert
Lewis, charged with the murder of
C. P. Toliver and his wife last year
and already acquitted of the murder
ot Mrs. l Oliver Is a free man today.
The court ruled that If Lewis was inCHARLES MAJOR DEAD.
sane when he shot Mrs. Toliver he
Shelbyville, Ind., Feb. 13. Charles must have been Insane when he killMajor, the author, died at his home ed Toliver and directed the jury to
here this morning after an illness of prepare a verdict of not
guilty.
several months of liver trouble.
There was an affecting scene in the
court room between Lewis and his
wife, whose story of alleged abuses
and outrages by Toliver and his wife,
told to the jury, brought about the acquittal of her husband.

MOTHER

SO POORLY

MAN

Could Hardly Care for Chil-

AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

"pari-mutual-

I

official
Educators prominent in New. Mexi-co and anxious to bring the superin-tendents from all over these United
States to Santa Fe next October, are
already preparing to leave New Mexico Monday for the national convention
of educators to be held in Philadelphia. State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alvan N. White, Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts of Las Vegas, and Prof.
Taylor of Deming are among the
who will represent the Sunshine State.
NEW BANNER.
The Silver City normal school has

WHO GUARDS AMERICANIINTERESTS
MEXICAN CAPITAL.

1

s

AT

news.

sent its banner to the office of the
state superintendent of Dtihlic in
strnction.
This makes the fifteenth

banner received from educational in- stitutlons In New Mexico and there
room for more. Mr. White takes
pride In displaying the banners of
schools on his walls and he has a very
fine

assortment.

GOES TO SOCORRO.
In response to a call Game and
Fish Warden Baca hurried to Socorro
a day or two ago. It is said he was
asked to investigate certain alleged
Indian "depredations."

MAV INVADE

'

Uneasiness over the money situa-i'tion was increased by preparations to
export $1,000,000 more gold and by a
declaration of more than
$5,000,000.
Prospects for a strike of
the firemen on the eastern railroads,
the revolution in Mexico, and proposed legislation to require incorpor- ation of tne stock exchange helped to
unsettle the market.
Bear operators concentrated their
attack against, the coalers, Harri-i- s
man's coppers and steel, and succeed- ed in forcing out a good deal of long
stock. High grade investment shares
which ordinarily display sturdy resistance to pressure, crumbled away as
readily as the market leaders.
A large number of important issues were lowered 1 to over three
points.
While there was no brisk demand

MEXICO AT

HEAD

OF UNITED

STATES TROOPS.

dren

Finds Health in
Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- -

.

Lydia R Pinkham's Vegetable Com- pound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
drags, and today holds the record of
being the most successful remedy we
know for woman 's ills. If you need such
a medicine why don't yon try it ?

mm
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i
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I
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the SANTA

FE HARDWARE

& SUPPLY CO.

To win in our big joint contest it is necessary that the
candidate have the right point of view.
Flrt,. remember that there are fifteen Piano prizes with a
value of over $4000, also a large number of other prizes. ... ..
In other words, practically a prize for every candidate.
Second, recollect that to win you must put your efforts
into the line which will bring the most returns.
For instance, accounts dated before 1913 carry double
votes. When paying such accounts, your friends should see
that they are given these extra votes. Again, the Gen. Mdse.
Due Bills are perhaps th? most prolific source of votes. They
mean FREE Votes DOUBLE Votes.
The Due Bill Is an order on 'our store for merchandise.
You deliver it to your friend, she gives you the money which
you bring to us.
We then give you' the number of votes represented by
the money brought In. When your friend uses the due bill
she receives the same number of votes that have already been
given to you.
If she traded directly at the store, with the money, there,
would be only the one set of votes, aee the gain made at no
extra cost?

I BEAR THIS
;

HINT IN

nransHi
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WHO
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in all the I

Walks of Life t Snappy
Models in Dull or Bright

j

iI
i
i
1

SHOUtS.

Shoes for Men
j

i
i
i
i

Ill H II

Ah, They're Here!
ME

1

i
I
i
ii
MIND. i

TUC

ISfci

I

I

Leathers, and in Tans
for the Swell Dressers,

J

$5.00, $5.50

:

j

AND

$6.00

j

Comfort Shoes with
wide toes and broad
heels and good Shoe- making for the
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'BUSINESS
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MAN
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$3.00,

i

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia . Pinkham's Vegeta-

ble Compound will help youswrite
to Lydia JBUPfjalduun MedicineCo.
(confidential) CyuiuMass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held la strict confidence.

OCCASIONALLY.

flWFST CinmilTF!! I:ii

etable Compound.
Bovina Center. N. Y. " For six years
not had as good health as I have
now.
l was very
young when my first
baby was born and
my health was very
bad after that. I
was not regular and
I hao. pains in my
back and was so
poorly that I could
hardly takejeara of
my Uvo cuiiui'eu. I
doctored with sev- eral doctors but got
no better. They told me there was no
I have used
help without an operation,
Lydia. E. ' Pinkham's Vegetable Com- pound arid it lias helped me wonderfully.
I do most of my own work now and tako
care of my children. I recommend your
remedies to all suffering women."
Mrs. WrLLARD A. Graham, Care of
ElsworthTuttle, Bovina Center.NY.

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
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I have
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Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

Street, Denver, Colorado

WATCHES

STREET

Re m i n g t o n
1645 Champa

high-grad- e

$3.50, $4.00,

$4.50

and $5.00 j

There's not a Man with a Shoe Want we can't satisfy
HEXRY WILSON, United States Minister to Mexico, has his hands full
COL. E. Z. STBEVER, who is in comrcand of the American forces camping
these troublous days. American, citizens have flocked to the legation for cn the Mexican border, along the Rio Grande. In case of Intervention
by
safety, and Wilson is not only bothered by diplomatic problems, but agi- - Uncle Sam, Col. Steever will cross the river and march toward the City of
fcited by the peril of American lives and property.
Mexico.

in both

BETTER

jHOES

style and price.

PFLUEGER'S

BETTER
SHOES

